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 (Abstract) 

A major limitation of silica-based high-Q microcavities is the lack of functionalities 

such as gain, plasmonic resonance, and second-order nonlinearity. Silica possesses third 

order nonlinearity but cannot produce second order nonlinearity, plasmonic resonances, 

or fluorescence emission. The key to overcome this deficiency is to develop versatile 

methods that can functionalize the surface of a silica microsphere with appropriate 

nanomaterials. The goal of this thesis is to present and characterize an electrostatic self-

assembly based approach that can incorporate a large number of functional materials onto 

the surface of a silica resonator with nanoscale control. We consider several types of 

functional materials: polar ionic self-assembled multilayer (ISAM) films that possess 

second order nonlinearities, Au nanoparticles (NPs) that support plasmonic resonances, 

and fluorescent materials such as CdSe/ZnS core/shell QDs.  

A major part of this thesis is to investigate the relationship between cavity Q factors 

and the amount of nanomaterials deposited onto the silica microspheres. In particular, we 

fabricate multiple functional microspheres with different ISAM film thickness and Au 

NPs density. We find that the Q factors of these microspheres are mainly limited by 

optical absorption in the case of the ISAM film, and a combination of optical absorption 

and scattering in the case of the Au NPs. By controlling the number of polymer layers or 
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the NPs density, we can adjust the Q factors of these functional microspheres in the range 

of 10
6
 to 10

7
. An agreement between theoretical prediction and experimental data was 

obtained. The results may also be generalized to other functional materials including 

macromolecules, dyes, and non-spherical plasmonic NPs.  

We also study the adsorption of Au NPs onto spherical silica surface from quiescent 

particle suspensions. The surfaces consist of microspheres fabricated from optical fibers 

and were coated with a polycation, enabling irreversible nanosphere adsorption. Our 

results fit well with theory, which predicts that particle adsorption rates depend strongly 

on surface geometry. This is particularly important for plasmonic sensors and other 

devices fabricated by depositing NPs from suspensions onto surfaces with non-trivial 

geometries. 

We use two additional examples to illustrate the potential applications of this 

approach. First, we explored the possibility of achieving quasi-phase-matching (QPM) in 

a silica fiber taper coated with nonlinear polymers. Next, we carry out a preliminary 

investigation of lasing in a silica fiber coated with CdSe/ZnS core/shell quantum dots 

(QDs). 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Research on silica-based optical micro-resonators has recently drawn much attention [1]. 

The majority of such resonators support high-Q whispering gallery modes (WGMs), 

where optical confinement is provided by total internal reflection at the resonator 

interface. Due to the exceptionally low material absorption and the extremely smooth 

surface morphology, the Q factors of the WGMs can often be as high as 10
10

[1]. Such a 

high quality factor has led to many interesting applications in areas such as chemical and 

biological sensing [2], nonlinear optics [3], optomechanics [4], and optofluidics [5]. 

Despite these advantages, silica-based high Q resonators also face some intrinsic limits. 

For example, silica possesses neither second order nonlinearity [6] nor plasmonic 

resonances [7]. Consequently, it is difficult to investigate important processes such as 

second order parametric oscillation or surface enhanced Raman scattering in such 

resonators. The key to overcome this deficiency is to develop versatile methods that can 

functionalize the surface of a silica microsphere with various nanomaterials. In this 

chapter, we briefly summarize a few key factors of this thesis and outline our motivations 

and objectives.  

1.1 Motivation  

Optical resonators have the ability to confine light to a small volume through total 

internal reflection [8], Bragg reflection (e.g, photonic crystals) [9], and the formation of 

plasmonic resonances [10]. Most of the silica based resonators rely on total internal 

reflection to achieve high Q resonances. In this case, light circulates within the resonator 
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until it returns again in phase to the starting point. Due to the exceptionally smooth silica 

surface and the extremely low silica absorption, light can be trapped within the resonator 

for a long time before its energy dissipate from the resonator [11]. The storage capacity 

of the resonator can be quantified using mode quality factor (Q factor) [12]. Specifically, 

the Q factor of an optical resonator is proportional to the amount of time light can be 

trapped within the resonator [12]. To date, silica-based optical resonators tend to exhibit 

higher Q factors in comparison with other optical micro-cavities [13]. Due to the ease of 

fabrication, for silica based optical resonators, the most commonly used ones are the 

silica microspheres and microcylinders, [14]. Light can be coupled to a silica-based 

microcavity using many methods, such as external couplers made from fiber taper, an 

integrated waveguide, a prism surface, and angle polished fiber [8, 15]. These methods 

are depicted in Fig. (1.1) for the case of microsphere. The fiber taper is easy to fabricate 

and easy to align the coupling. For this reason, we will use the fiber taper method in our 

work. 

 

Fig. (1.1) Schemes of light coupling to a microsphere: (a) Tapered optical fiber, (b) integrated 

waveguide, (c) angle polished fiber, and (d) prism.  
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As mentioned before, silica material has no second order susceptibility,	�(�). One of 

the most common examples of second order nonlinear process is second harmonic 

generation (SHG).To break the inversion symmetry at the surface of silica microsphere, it 

can be coated with nonlinear molecules which possess second order nonlinearity. Second 

order nonlinear optical (NLO) materials are of great importance in current 

telecommunication networks. Unfortunately, inorganic NLO materials are expensive and 

difficult to fabricate [16]. 
 
So, an alternative approach is organic NLO materials, which is 

easier to fabrication and can possess comparable second order susceptibility [17, 18]. One 

such example is ionic self-assembled multilayer (ISAM) films Compared with other 

techniques, ISAM method is simple, stable, and inexpensive [17]. ISAM film depends on 

the alternating adsorption of oppositely charged polymer or dye [17]. Such films can be 

exceptionally smooth, thermodynamically stable, and possess   �(�) comparable to that of 

LiNbO3. Furthermore, its absorption coefficient in the standard communication band is 

relatively small [17]. The method of self-assembly has several important advantages 

compared with existing methods. First, by depositing one monolayer of nanomaterial at a 

time, the self-assembly approach can control microsphere functionalization with 

nanoscale accuracy and maintain exceptional surface smoothness. Secondly, the self-

assembly approach relies on electrostatic interaction and is therefore compatible with a 

wide range of nanomaterials including nonlinear molecules, dyes, quantum dots (QDs), 

and plasmonic NPs. By selecting appropriate aqueous solutions for self-assembly, we can 

incorporate a large variety of functional materials (such as polymers and Au NPs) onto 

the same microsphere, a feature that can be difficult to accomplish using alternative 
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approaches. Finally, the self-assembly process is simple, straightforward, and can be 

carried out without using any specialized equipment or clean room.    

1.2 Research Objectives 

The goal of this thesis is to present and characterize an electrostatic self-assembly-based 

approach that can incorporate a large number of functional materials onto the surface of 

silica microsphere and cylindrical resonators with nanoscale control of thickness. The 

research aims can be summarized as  

1. Study the effect of functionalizing the microsphere with thin film of nonlinear 

material, where we are mainly interested in the relationship between cavity Q 

factors and the amount of nonlinear materials adsorbed onto the silica surface. 

2. Characterize surface smoothness of the nonlinear films to ensure minimal 

scattering loss. Measuring the thickness of one bilayer and quantify its effect on 

the absorption loss of the added film. 

3. Experimentally verify a diffusion model that can predict the amount of Au NPs 

assembled over the microsphere surface and the deposition time.  

4. Study the relationship between the amount of Au NPs deposited onto the silica 

microsphere and the cavity Q factors of the functionalized microsphere.  

5. Verification of the quasi-phase-matching (QPM) theory applied to fiber taper 

coated with nonlinear film. 

6. Explore potential future applications including quasi-phase-matching (QPM) and 

lasing. 
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1.3 Thesis Organization 

The structure of the thesis proposal is as follows: 

 In Chapter 2, we review current research on optical resonators (spherical and 

cylindrical) and methods of functionalizing the microsphere surface. 

The theoretical background on WGMs in spherical resonators is presented in Chapter 

3. The Q factor, the characteristic equation, the positions of resonance, and scattering due 

to surface roughness are discussed. The effect of coating a microsphere with polymeric 

material or NPs is studied too. Finally, a simple theory for irreversible adsorption of NPs 

on a surface is presented.  

In Chapter 4, we present various experimental procedures including microsphere 

fabrication, fiber taper fabrication, Q factor measurements, and the self-assembly of 

polymer, dye, and NPs. Chapter 4 contains also the results of measured Q factor, 

including the Q factor of a microsphere coated with polymer, dye multilayers, and Au 

NPs.  

In Chapter 5, we present a theoretical model and experimental data on the relationship 

between the Au NPs density (deposited on a silica microsphere) and the deposition time  

In Chapter 6, we present preliminary results on two potential future directions. One 

deals with QPM using a fiber taper coated with nonlinear films. The other is the 

possibility of lasing in a silica cylinder coated with 5-nm CdSe/ZnS core/shell QDs. 

   Finally, the conclusion and future research work for the following period of research 

are presented in Chapter 7 
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CHAPER 2 

Background 

Optical resonators have found numerous applications in nonlinear optics, optical signal 

processing, and sensing [1]. It is of course use two mirrors to form optical resonators [2] 

However, it is difficult to use this approach to form high Q resonators with micro- or 

nano-scale sizes., Among current approaches of fabricating high-Q optical microcavities, 

a particularly attractive method is silica-based resonators, which often rely on total 

internal reflection to achieve high Q operation [1]. Extremely high Q factor in a very 

small volume can be easily achieved which makes the resonator easy to be tuned, stable, 

and integrated in the optical networks [2]. Many different geometries have been 

demonstrated in current literature. Among those, the simplest and cheapest ones are: 

rings, cylinders, and spheres. The modes generated in an optical resonator are called 

whispering gallery modes (WGMs) [3].  

The history of WGMs can be traced to 1912, when Rayleigh considered the sound waves 

traveling with high efficiency inside the walls of an oval structure. The term “whispering 

gallery” comes from the ability to hear whispers over a great distance in a domed 

cathedral [4]. C.V Raman as well made some study on the same cathedral in 1921[5]. 

Since this time WGMs attracted the scientists’ attention and have been studied at optical, 

sound, and microwave wavelengths in applications with different geometries such as 

cylindrical and spherical shapes [1, 6]. In Ref [7], R. D. Richtmyer studied the resonant 

frequencies and the losses of dielectric resonators of ring and sphere shapes. A. B. 

Matsko and V. S. Ilchenko demonstrated WGMs in solid state spherical cavity and 

obtained high Q factors in the range of 10
8
-10

9
 [2]. Laser emission was confirmed using 
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ethanol droplet containing Rhodamine 6G dye [8]. In Ref [9], Stimulated Raman 

Scattering (SRS) was studied and was observed for three different materials droplets: 

H2O, D2O, and ethanol. Many studies have been done in WGMs and its applications in 

measurement of particle size, refractive index, shape, temperature change, pressure 

change, and absorption of surrounding medium depending on the change of WGMs 

resonant frequencies [2, 10]. WGM resonators have numerous applications in Ref [1], 

depending on its geometry and resonant properties [11]. Four major applications of 

optical resonators were reviewed in Ref [11], which are strong-coupling cavity quantum 

electrodynamics (QED), enhancement and suppression of spontaneous emission, and 

dynamic filters in optical communications. Vladimir S. Ilchenko and Andrey B. Matsko 

discussed the optical and photonic applications of WGMs optical resonators in some 

details [10]. They presented many applications of WGMs such as optical and photonic 

signal resonator filters [12], and spectroscopy and analysis of chemical and biological 

agents [13]. 

2.1 WGMs in Spherical Resonator 

Spherical resonators can support optical modes with complex radial, equatorial, and polar 

dependence [4]. The existence of WGMs near to the surface makes their Q factor 

strongly dependent on the surface roughness and interfacial blemishes [14]. All WGMs 

can be described by three integers (n, m, l). n (=1,2,…) is the radial mode number which  

represents the number of maxima along the radial direction, while l (= 0, 1,..) is the polar 

mode number,  and m(= -l,…,0,….l) is the azimuthal mode number [15]. Opposite values 

of m correspond to modes propagating in opposite direction. The modes with m	≈ � and n 

= 1 are of particular importance and are called the fundamental WGMs. These modes 
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have strong confinement, high Q factor, smallest mode volume and, thus, high electric 

field per photon. Many applications are based on these modes, e.g., low threshold laser, 

and integrated optical devices. The small mode volume is also essential for cavity QED 

related applications [14, 16]. 

The Q factor of any WGM is determined by the loss mechanisms of the resonator.  

Generally, there are four loss mechanisms: radiative losses, scattering losses due to 

surface roughness and inhomogeneity, losses caused by surface contaminants and 

material losses (absorption loss), and coupling losses [17, 18]. The radiative losses are 

very small when the microsphere diameter is much greater than the resonance 

wavelength, (e.g., by a factor of 15 or greater) [1]. The contaminants losses are induced 

during the fabrication process [17]. In the absence of contaminants, the Q factor of a 

large diameter sphere is limited by the material losses [18]. The latter are associated with 

absorption and bulk Rayleigh scattering in the material of the resonator. Also, if we add a 

layer to the surface of the resonator, scattering and absorption loss should be added too. 

Finally, in the majority of applications, it is necessary to couple input signal into the 

optical resonator using fibers taper, waveguides, or prisms. In this case, coupling between 

the high Q resonator and tapers / waveguides / prisms can also incur coupling loss. 

 2.2 WGMs in Cylindrical Resonator 

WGMs can be generated when light is coupled from a fiber taper to a standard cylindrical 

silica fiber (Fig. (2.1)). In this case, the excitation of WGMs can be inferred from dips in 

the transmission spectrum of the fiber taper.  
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Fig. (2.1) Schematic of light coupling from a fiber taper to a cylindrical resonator. 

These dips are symmetric and narrow in the case of microspheres. A cylindrical 

resonator can cause asymmetric and wide dips in the transmission spectrum [19]. This 

disadvantage can limit the applications of a cylindrical resonator as a sensor. Biological 

and chemical sensor applications require narrow linewidth to achieve low detection 

limits. The other major disadvantage of cylindrical resonators is the lake of light 

confinement along the longitudinal axis [19]. Although theoretically a Q factor of the 

order 10
5
 can be achieved for standard communication fiber as a resonator, but in 

practical case 10
3
 or 10

4 
is maximally obtained [20]. 

Despite the low sensitivity of cylindrical resonators, the latter have some advantages 

over microsphere resonators. First, they are made of standard optical fiber of fixed 

diameter, which provides better repeatability. Second, they are easier to be aligned 

because we need only the cylindrical resonator to be perpendicular to the fiber taper [21]. 

Microcapillaries are considered type of cylindrical resonator in which a liquid or gas can 

flow in a hollow cylindrical. They are particularly useful for label-free biosensing 

applications [22]. Microcapillaries have some advantages over other resonators such as 

microsphere and microring resonators [19]. First, they do not need liquid cell containing 

it. The spatial separation between where the total internal reflection occurs (the outer 

surface) and where the evanescent wave interacts with fluid (the inner surface) is actually 
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advantageous. It is also possible to increase the Q factor by increasing the refractive 

index of the fluid inside the cavity, which makes it a tunable microcavities and highly 

sensitive refractmeters [19].  It is worthy to notice that, the radius and the wall thickness 

of the capillary can affect its sensitivity [16]. A sensitivity of 850 nm/RIU was achieved 

for water solutions [19] using a capillary with wall thickness of 1.64 µm and diameter of 

55.6 µm. Much smaller values were reported for microsphere resonators (30 nm/RIU) 

and microring resonators (140 nm/RIU) using a glucose solution [23].   

2.3 Tapered Optical Fibers (TOFs) 

TOFs consists of three parts: one is the waist or tapered region, two conical transition 

regions with gradually increasing diameter, and the third is the untapered region [24, 25] 

(Fig. (2.2)). A model of the shape of TOFs was presented in Ref [26]. The tapered region 

can be fabricated to have a diameter of some micrometers or even submicrons. The 

length of tapered region is generally several millimeters. If the light propagating in the 

fiber taper remains in a single spatial mode, the taper is called adiabatic [6].  Due to the 

small diameter of TOF at the center of tapered region, the evanescent field at the surface 

is much larger than that obtained from normal fibers and light is confined in a very small 

core [27].  Consequently, it is possible to achieve strong interaction between the guided 

optical field and the surrounding medium. This feature can be very useful for sensing 

applications, including label-free detection of biomolecules [25], humidity sensors [28], 

long period-based grating sensors (LPGs), sensors for temperature and refractive index 

using Mach-Zehnder interferometer [29]. 
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Fig. (2.2). Schematic of fiber taper. 

In addition, TOFs can be used in nonlinear applications such as studying the nonlinear 

transmission of TOF surrounded by rubidium vapor [30], third harmonic generation [31], 

and enhanced Kerr nonlinearity in AS2Se3 chalcogenide TOFs [32].  

Strong evanescent field generated in the TOFs allows the light coupling from fiber 

taper to high Q factor optical resonators of different geometries [11]. It is one of the 

simplest and most efficient ways to couple light in and out of optical resonators. 

Coupling light from TOF into high Q factor microsphere was investigated analytically 

[33]. External coupling Q factor values and intrinsic WGMs loss were derived in 

numerous formulas. 

Some drawbacks of the TOFs should also be mentioned. The diameter of the fiber 

taper is very small (several micrometers), which makes it mechanically fragile. [33]. 

Also, when the air-silica boundary is contaminated, taper transmission can be reduced by 

a significant amount [30]. 
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2.4 Self-Assembly  

2.4.1 Introduction  

By coating a resonator with appropriate molecules, we can change its surface properties 

and open the door for numerous sensing applications, especially biosensing applications 

[34]. However, this functional layer has to be thin and homogeneous in order to keep the 

Q factor of a WGM at a high value. The Q factor depends on the functional layer and the 

medium surrounding the resonator [34]. In Ref [35], a layer-by-layer technique (LbL) 

was used to coat a silica microsphere with emissive thin films of poly (phenylene, 

ethynylene). The microsphere becomes highly emissive and has fluorescence properties 

comparable to those of the corresponding polymers in solution and shows enhanced 

quenching [35]. Also, a major application of microsphere resonators is in cavity QED. If 

QDs are deposited to the surface of a microsphere, these particles may reduce the Q 

factor by destroying the smooth surface and can have a weak interaction with the external 

evanescent field of a WGM. Coating a microsphere with poly (methyl, methacrylate) 

(PMMA) can preserve the Q factor high value, tune the optical mode in the cavity, and 

draw the maximal field to the interface where the QDs are located [36]. Coating a 

microsphere with a conjugated polymer film opens the door for using it in switching 

applications. A shift of 3.2 GHz in the resonance frequency was achieved when the 

coated microsphere was pumped by a diode laser at 405 nm with power density of 10
4
 

mW/cm
2
 due to the coating layer [37]. 

Noble metal NPs, such as silver or gold, have a unique optical property known as 

localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). This effect is caused by oscillations of 

metal electrons in resonance with an incident certain frequency [38, 39].  By coating the 
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microsphere with gold nanorod (NR) particles, Shopova et al. enhanced the coupling 

between the microsphere and fiber taper by factor up to 100 at 830 nm [39]. This 

coupling enhancement is attributed to the LSPR enhancement of the localized WGM field 

at the surface. Also, in Ref [40] S. I. Shopova, et al., enhanced the WGMs sensitivity as a 

biosensor for the detection of individual NPs in an aqueous solution. When dielectric NPs 

interacted with plasmonic NPs bound to the surface at the equator, they observed a 

frequency shift that resulted in an enhancement by factor 4. 

As silica glass is a centrosymmetric material, it cannot possess any second-order 

nonlinearity. A silica microsphere coated with nonlinear polymer molecules enhances 

strong second-order nonlinear responses [41]. 

2.4.2 Nonlinear Organic Nanomaterial  

As mentioned before, for certain applications, organic NLO materials can be more 

suitable than nonorganic materials. To have strong second order nonlinearity, NLO 

should have noncentrosymmetric order of the polarizable chromophoric molecules [42] 

but its fabrications and processing techniques are difficult and expensive [43]. On other 

hand, temporal and thermally stability can limit the performance of NLO films [42]. 

Recently, fabrication of stable NLO film with nonlinear property has been studied due to 

its high nonlinear susceptibility, and low fabrication cost [42-45]. There are many 

methods that can produce second order nonlinearity in organic films, including Electric 

field poling, Langmuir-Bodgett (LB), and covalent self assembly. The common drawback 

between them is the low temporal and mechanical stability [44]. In recent years, Heflin, 

et al., have developed a layer-by-layer (LbL) technique that can produce second order 

nonlinearity if the chromophore molecules (dye molecules) can be oriented in a polar 
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manner [45]. Furthermore, LbL technique can introduce higher thermal and temporal 

stability than the poled polymers.  Alternative adsorption of polycations and polyanions 

using Lbl fashion has been introduced as simple and powerful way to change the surface 

properties [46]. Films formed by ionic self-assemled multilayer (ISAM) are also called 

Polyelectrolyte multilayers [45, 46].  

Briefly, different techniques of making organic NLO materials are discussed below: 

2.4.2.1 Poled (Guest/Host) Polymer Films  

In this technique, we have two polymer complex (Host) and chromophore (Guest). 

Electric field poling is applied to the host to align the guest. The active chromophore is 

embedded in a polymer complex and the system heated to a temperature higher than the 

glass transition temperature. Strong electric field is then applied (~ 10
5
-10

6
 V/m) in order 

to align the chromophore [43].  K. D. Singer et al. observed second harmonic generation 

in organic polymer glasses poled with electric field [47]. A second harmonic coefficient, 

d33 of 6 ± 1.3 ×	10
-9

 esu at 1580 nm was reported. Thermodynamic model for the poling 

process and second harmonic coefficient was developed and a good agreement was 

achieved.   

Host/Guest poled polymer method produced NLO with reasonable nonlinearity. 

However, issues with thermal / temporal stability and poor mechanical stability have 

limited the practical applications of these materials [42, 43].  

2.4.2.2 Ionic Self-Assembled Multilayer (ISAM) Films  

Multilayer assembly of polymers was developed two decades ago [48]. This process 

relies on alternative adsorption of anionic polyelectrolyte and cationic polyelectrolyte on 

charged solid substrate, which are illustrated in Fig. (2.3) and (2.4). As shown in Fig. 2.4, 
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the glass slide is normally charged with negative charges. This slide is immersed in an 

aqueous solution containing a positively charged polyelectrolyte (polycation). 

 

Fig. (2.3) Schematic diagram of multilayer buildup process.  

The formation of a monolayer of polycation reverses the surface charge polarity. 

Then, the substrate is rinsed in DI water to remove the loosely bound excess polymers. 

Next step is to immerse the substrate in another aqueous solution containing negatively 

charged polyelectrolyte (polyanion), followed by DI water rinsing. Another monolayer of 

negatively charged polyelectrolyte is formed, which establishes a single bilayer.  Many 

numbers of bilayers can be obtained as many times as desired by repeating this 

procedure.   

 

Fig. (2.4) Schematic of ISAM film process. One bilayer process is illustrated and many layers 

can be formed in the same manner. 
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There are no restrictions for the size of the glass substrate. Also, many polyelectrolytes 

can be used in the same to buildup many bilayers as long as the oppositely charged 

polymers are used sequentially [48]. Polar orientation of NLO chromophore is achieved 

at the interface of layers whereas random orientation is dominant in the bulk film (Fig. 

(2.5)).  

 

Fig. (2.5) Polar orientation of chromophore at the layer surface. 

ISAM films made of nonlinear nonmaterial can exhibit second order nonlinearity. As 

demonstrated in Ref [42, 45], Reactive dye such as Procion Brown (PB)(Fig. (2.6-a) ) and 

poly {1-[p-(3’-carboxy-4’-hydroxyphenylazo) benzenesulfonamido]-1, 2-ethandiyl} 

(PCBS) (Fig. (2.6-b)) can be used to form ISAM films with layer of poly (allylamine 

hydrochloride) (PAH)  (Fig. (2.6-c)). More specifically, Heflin, et al. demonstrated a 

fabrication of 600 bilayers of PAH/PCBS on glass substrates using alternating deposition 

technique [45]. The films have long polar orientation of chromophores and are optically 

homogenous. It was shown that different deposition parameters such as pH value of PAH 

and PCBS solutions, solvent quality, and rinsing times affect strongly the optical 

prosperities of ISAM films. The PAH/PCBS film can exhibit temporal stability with no 
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decay of �(�) for long time (can reach ten years in ambient conditions) [24]. The second 

harmonic intensity can be an indicator for the polar orientation of chromophores. When 

the film layer thickness is small (less than 10 µm), the second harmonic intensity is 

supposed to increase quadratically with the film thickness [43].  

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(c) 

 

 

Fig. (2.6) Molecular structure of: (a) PB, (b) PCBS, and (c) PAH. 

2.4.2.3 Hybrid Covalent/Ionic Self-Assembled Multilayer Films  

For stronger polar orientation of chromophores, water soluable reactive dye (PB MX-

GRN) can be used [42, 49]. The hybrid covalent/electrostatic layer-by-layer self 

assembly was applied to fabricate NLO stable films of PAH and PB. PB contains two 

different groups as shown in Fig. (2.6-a). One of them is sulfonate, and the other is 
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dichlorotriazine on each end. The dichlorotriazine group is responsible for the covalent 

binding with neutral PAH, while the suflonate group is responsible for the ionic binding 

with ionized PAH. The control of PAH ionization can be achieved by changing the pH 

value of the solution. The pH value for PB should be 10.5. At this value, the covalent 

bonds formation is more efficient. Adding another monolayer of PAH (with pH 7), the 

sulfonates (negatively charged) form ionic bonds with protonated amine groups of PAH. 

The second order susceptibility peaked (increased to 250 %) when 0.5 M of NaCl salt is 

added to the PB solution. This is due to the increased shielding of the PB charges which 

lead to higher density of chromophore in the film bilayer. The electrooptic coefficient of 

PAH/PB can reach 14 pm/V which is about the half of the value for lithium niobate. 

These films also show high temporal stability, and thermal stability upon time. With 

these interesting features, ISAM films made of PAH/PB are promising for the EO 

modulator applications. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Theoretical Development 

3.1 Equations of WGMs in Spherical Resonators 

3.1.1 Electromagnetic Fields in Spherical Coordinates System  

The optical WGMs in a spherical resonator should satisfy the Helmholtz equation [1].  

Consider the scalar wave equation   

	�ѱ(�, , φ, �) − ��� ��ѱ(�,�,�,�)��� = 0,                                              (3.1)                                                                                         

where ѱ(�, , φ, �)	can represent the electrical field or magnetic field, and  � is the phase 

velocity in the medium. By assuming harmonic time dependence, it can be written as 

(	� + ����)ѱ(�, , φ) = 0	,	                                                    (3.2)                                                                                                                 

where k is the wavevector in free space, and n is the refractive index of  the medium. In 

spherical coordinates, we can rewrite Eq. (3.2) as 

��� ����� (�ѱ) + ��� !(�) ��� "#$�() ��� ѱ% + ���� !�(�) ����� ѱ + ����ѱ = 0.                (3.3) 

From separation of variables, we obtain 

ѱ(�, , φ) = ѱ�(�)ѱ�()ѱ�(φ),			                                          (3.4)                                                                                         

where ѱ�(�) is the radial field, ѱ�()represents the polar field, and  ѱ�(φ)  represents 

the azimuthal component of the field.  
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3.1.1.1 Radial Dependence of Fields 

The radial component satisfies the following equation: 

'	 (�(�� + �� ((� + ���� − )()*�)�� + ѱ�(�) = 0.                                         (3.5)                                                                                  

With the subsitution 

ѱ�(�) = ,-(�)�. �/ 	,                                                            (3.6) 

Equation (3.5) can be transformed into 

0 (�(�� + �� ((� + ���� − ")*.�%�
�� 1 2�(�) = 0                                       (3.7) 

This equation is the Bessel equation with ν = l+1/2. Finally, the solution for ѱ�(�)	 is 

given by  

3 ѱ�(�) = 4	5)(���)						� < 7,ѱ�(�) = 8ℎ)(�)(��)							� > 7,;                                              (3.8)                           

	where 5)	 is the spherical Bessel function, ℎ)(�)
 is the Hankel function of second order, 

and a is the radius of the microsphere. A, B are constants to be determined from the 

boundary conditions. 

The spherical Bessel functions determine the radial dependence of the optical field. A  

plot of jl(x)  for small indices is shown in Fig. (3.1) . 
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Fig. (3.1) Spherical Bessel function with small indices. 

As shown in the figure, the oscillating field of lower order Bessel functions fills 

almost the entire volume of the sphere. This should not be the case because WGMs are 

confined close to the surface. Figure (3.2)  shows spherical Bessel functions with large l 

number. As one can see, the Bessel function for large l has a maximum amplitude at 

approximately x≈l. i.e , < = ��7. 

 

Fig. (3.2)  Spherical Bessel function with large indices. 
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So for WGMs circulating within the microsphere, we should have, 

� ≈ � �=> 7,                                                             (3.9)                                               

or 

2@7 ≈ )! A	.                                                          (3.10) 

l  in this sense represents the number of wavelengths in the circumference and can also be 

also identified as  the angular momentum in the quantum physics [2].  

3.1.1.2 Polar Dependence of Fields 

The equation of polar dependence can be expressed by 

�BCD(�) ((� "cos() ((� ѱ�% − H�BCD	(�)� ѱ� + �(� + 1)ѱ� = 0.                        (3.11) 

The solution of this differential equation assumes the form 

ѱ�()~	K)H(LM#),                                                     (3.12) 

where K)H(<) are the adjoint  Legendre polynomials. 

When l = m and large enough, the field is concentrated around the equator plane (Fig. 

(3.3-a)). If l ≠ m, the mode has oscillating structure (Fig. (3.3-b ) & Fig. (3.3-c)). These 

oscillations increase when the difference between l and m is large. So it is reasonable that 

the l and m values of a WGM should be similar [3]. If we assume that the modes confined 

to the equator plane ( ≈ 0, 	 is measured from the equator plane) are the ones most 

strongly coupled to the fiber, we can make this approximation, tan () 	≈  . Equation 

(3.11) can be written as 
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(�(�� N� −  ((� N� − O�(1 + �)N� + �(� + 1)N� = 0,		                      (3.13)     

where  <<< This yields 

N�() ≅ Q� exp '− H� �+ UVW√OY,	                                      (3.14)           

where N = l-m, UV(<) are the Hermite polynomials, and Q� is the normalization factor. It 

is chosen such that the integration of  ZN��Z over the infinite    domain gives unity. 

Hence 

Q� = √H�[√=V!		.                                                          (3.15) 

3.1.1.3 Azimuthal Dependence of Fields 

The azimuthal  differntial equation can be expressed as  

�ѱφ

(�(φ� Nφ = LM�#� = −O�.		                                              (3.16) 

So, the azimuthal solution can be written as  

Nφ = Nφexp(±$Oφ),	                                                  (3.17) 

where N�	 is the normalization constant chosen so that the integration of  ZN_Z�	 over one 

revolution is unity. By this definition, N�	  =1/ √2@  .  |O| ≤ � . So, we have 2l+1 

degeneracy of the azimuthal modes.  
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Fig. (3.3) Squared Legendre polynomial representing the angular structure of the modes. The 

three examples have l = 50 and: (a) m = 50, (b) m = 49, and (c) m = 48.   

 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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3.1.2 Characteristic Equation  

 TM and TE modes are specified by the conditions [4] 

bc. d)H(ef) = −g	 )()*�)h i)(��)j)H(, k)	,c.l)H(ef) = 0, ;                                    (3.18) 

bc.l)H(em) = )()*�)h i)(��)j)H(, k),c. d)H(em) = 0, ;                                         (3.19) 

where g  is the medium impedance and 

i)(��) = 45)(��) + 8ℎ)(�)(��).                                           (3.20)  

 j)H(, k)   is a function representing the azimuthal and polar dependence. The 

normalized solution of these equations can be written as 

b d)H(ef) = $ nh o × l)H(ef),l)H(ef) = i)(��)p)H(, k),;                                             (3.21) 

bd)H(em) = gi)(��)p)H(, k),l)H(em) = −  hn 		o × d)H(em), ;                                             (3.22)                                                                                               

where 

q)H(, k) = �r)()*�) s	j)H(, k),                                           (3.23) 

with L=
� 	c × o. 

One can show that 
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o × i)(��)p)H(, k) = $ tuuv� r�(� + 1)i)(��)j)H(, k) + �� ��� w�i)(��)xtuuv × p)H(, k), 
(3.24) 

where tuuv is a unit vector in radial direction. Then, the normalized fields are 

bd)H(ef) = $ nh �� ��� w�i)(��)x			tuuv × p)H(, k),l)H(ef) = i)(��)p)H(, k), ;                                 (3.25)   

b d)H(em) = gi)(��)p)H(, k),l)H(em) = −  h 		�� ��� w�i)(��)x			tuuv × p)H(, k).;                                  (3.26)                                                                  

   Now, a silica microsphere coated with a film of nanomaterial is shown in Fig. (3.4). 

Consider TM modes, the transverse H and E must be continuous at the boundary. So, 

4�5)(��7) + 8�ℎ)(�)(��7) = 	4y5)W�y7Y + 8yℎ)(�)W�y7Y,                        (3.27) 

 

Fig. (3.4) Coated silica microsphere with film surrounded by air. 

nzhz '; ��� (�5)(���)){�|} 4� + ; ��� (�ℎ)(�)(���)){�|} 8�+ =							         
n~h~ '; ��� (�5)W�y�Y){�|} 4y ; ��� (�ℎ)(�)W�y�Y{�|} 8y+,                                      (3.28) 
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4y5)W�y�Y + 8yℎ)(�)W�y�Y = 	4�5)(���) + 8�ℎ)(�)(���),                        (3.29) 

gy�y �; ��� "�5)W�y�Y%��|� 4y + ; ��� "�ℎ)(�)W�y�Y%��|� 8y� = 

n�h� '; ��� W�5)(���)Y{�|� 4� + ; ��� "�ℎ)(�)(���)%{�|� 8�+                             (3.30)  

where s, f, and o refer to silica, film, air, respectively.                                                       

By rearrangement, 

� 5)(��7)																																																										ℎ)(�)(��7)g��� ; ��� (�5)(���))��|} 											g��� ; ��� (�ℎ)(�)(���))��|}
� �4�8�� = 

�5)W�y7Y																																																										ℎ)(�)W�y7Y	n~h~ ; ��� (�5)W�y�Y){�|} 												n~h~ ; ��� (�ℎ)(�)W�y�Y){�|}� �4y8y�,								              (3.31) 

� 5)W�y�Y																																																										ℎ)(�)W�y�Ygy�y ; ��� (�5)W�y�Y)��|� 											gy�y ; ��� (�ℎ)(�)W�y�Y)��|�
� �4y8y� = 

�5)(���)																																																										ℎ)(�)(���)n�h� ; ��� (�5)(���)){�|� 											n�h� ; ��� (�ℎ)(�)(���)){�|� � �4�8�� .                       (3.32) 

 

We can define  

� (� , 7) = �5)(� 7)																																																										ℎ)(�)(� 7)n�h� ; ��� (�5)(� �)){�|} 											n�h� ; ��� (�ℎ)(�)(� �)){�|} � ,                 (3.33) 
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So, 

��(��, 7) �4�8�� = �yW�y , 7Y �4y8y�,                                          (3.34) 

�yW�y , �Y �4y8y� = ��(��, �) �4�8��.											                                (3.35) 

Now, 

�4�8�� = ����(��, 7)�yW�y , 7Y�y��W�y , �Y��(�� , �) �4�8��.						                   (3.36) 

Consider 

����(��, 7)�yW�y , 7Y = �|�z(hz,})| '7�		7�	7�		7�	+,                                     (3.37) 

�y��W�y , �Y��(�� , �) = �Z�~Wh~,}YZ ���		��	��		��	�.                                     (3.38) 

By some derivations, we find 

7� = nzhz ; ��� (�ℎ)(�)(���)){�|} 5)W�y7Y − ℎ)(�)(��7) n~h~ ; ��� (�5)W�y�Y){�|},              (3.39) 

7�| nzhz ; ��� (�ℎ)(�)(���)){�|} ℎ)(�)W�y7Y − ℎ)(�)(��7) n~h~ ; ��� (�ℎ)(�)W�y�Y){�|} ,           (3.40) 

7� = − nzhz ; ��� (�5)(���)){�|} 5)W�y7Y +	5)(��7) n~h~ ; ��� (�5)W�y�Y){�|},			              (3.41) 

7� = − nzhz w; ��� (�5)(���){�|} ℎ)(�)W�y7Y + 5)(��7) n~h~ ; ��� "�ℎ)(�)W�y�Y%{�|},              (3.42) 

�� = n~h~ ; ��� (�ℎ)(�)W�y�Y){�|� 5)(���) − ℎ)(�)W�y�Y n�h� ; ��� (�5)(���)){�|� ,                (3.43)    
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��| n~h~ ; ��� (�ℎ)(�)W�y�Y){�|� ℎ)(�)(���) − ℎ)(�)W�y�Y n�h� ; ��� (�ℎ)(�)(���)){�|�,              (3.44) 

�� = − n~h~ ; ��� (�5)W�y�Y){�|� 5)(���) +	5)W�y�Y n�h� ; ��� (�5)(���)){�|� ,			                 (3.45) 

�� = − n~h~ ; ��� (�5)(�y�)){�|� ℎ)(�)(���) + 5)W�y�Y n�h� ; ��� (�ℎ)(�)(���)){�|� .                 (3.46) 

Now, substitute in Eq. (3.36) 

�4�8�� = �|�z(hz,})|Z�~Wh~,}YZ '7�		7�	7�		7�	+ ���		��	��		��	�	�4�8��	.			                             (3.47) 

For the innermost layer (silica), 8� = 0 because we must have a finite field at the 

origin. Also, for outer most layer (air), 4� = 0  because there is no incoming wave. 

Therefore, 

'4�0 + = �|�z(hz,})|Z�~Wh~,}YZ 	 �(7�	��	 + 7�	��	)8�(7���	 + 7�	��	)8� �	.			                            (3.48) 

We notice, then, that the characteristic equation should be  

7���	 + 7�	��	 = 0.                                                     (3.49) 

For simplicity, we define	N)(�) = �5)(�), and �)(�) = �ℎ)(�)(�), where  N)(�) and �)(�) 

are spherical Ricatti-Bessel function and Ricatti-Neumann function, respectively. The 

characteristic equation can be expressed by [5] 

Q� �)�(�����)�)(�����) = 8)N)�W���y�Y + �)�W���y�Y8)N)W���y�Y + �)W���y�Y, 
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Q� = � !�!~				 	TE	modes,!~!� 			TM	modes.;                                                      (3.50) 

Here, ko is the resonance wavevector in air; ns, nf, and no are the refractive indices of the 

microsphere, film, and air, respectively;  8) is a coefficient and its expression is given by 

8) = Q�N)�(����7)�)W���y7Y − N)(����7)�)�W���y7YN)(����7)N)�W���y7Y − Q�N)�(����7)N)W���y7Y, 

Q� = � !z!~				 	TE	modes,!~!z 			TM	modes.;                                                     (3.51) 

The fraction of light energy in the silica microsphere, film, and air can be calculated from 

[5] 

� � = !����!z��z*!~��~*!���� (TE	modes),
� = ���z*�~*�� (TM	modes), i = 	#, i, and	M,;                                      (3.52) 

where  

�� =  w4)N)(�����)x�}
¡ ¢�, 

�£ =  w8)N)W���y�Y + �)W���y�Yx��
} ¢�, 

�� = ¤ w¥)�)(�����)x�¦� ¢�.                                                                                          (3.53) 
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4) and ¥) are coefficients determined by  

4) = 8)N)W���y7Y + �)W���y7YN)(����7) , 
¥) = §-¨-Wh�!~�Y*©-Wh�!~�Y©-(h�!��)   .                                      (3.54) 

For the uncoated microsphere, the same steps can be taken but the case now is much 

simpler. We can get the characteristic equation for the uncoated case from the expression  

Q ¨-ª(h�!z})¨-(h�!z}) = ©-ª(h�!�})©-(h�!�}), 

Q = 3nD													TE	modes,�«¬ 												TM	modes.;                                            (3.55) 

3.2 Q Factor 

3.2.1 Q Factor of Coated Microsphere with Film of Nanomaterial 

The loss of WGM in a functional microsphere can come from several sources including 

material absorption in silica, absorption in the ISAM film, scattering due to surface 

roughness, and taper-microsphere coupling [2, 6]. Their contribution for cavity Q factors 

can be respectively represented by Qsilica, Qfilm, Qss, and Qcoupling. Given the large 

microsphere sizes (~250 µm), we can safely ignore the contribution due to radiation 

losses, which are exceedingly small when the diameter to wavelength ratio is greater than 

15 µm [2]. In this case, we can represent the total cavity Q factor as 

� ≈ �z�-�®¯ + �~�-° + �zz + �®�±²-�³´,                                        (3.56) 
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where 
�z�-�®¯ is the  material absorption loss  in silica and 

�~�-° is the material absorption 

loss in film. These can be determined as 

�µ� ) ¶} = �=!z>·¸z¹z ,µy )H = �=!~>·¸~¹~ , ;                                               (3.57)     

where Aº  is the resonance wavelength, and  »�,	7�¢	»y  are the optical attenuation 

coefficients of silica and film, respectively. 

The Q factor due to scattering (Qss) is given by [7] 

µ�� = �¼(¼*�)�(>·)½ �/ �. �/�=¾(¼��)¿ �/ À�§� ,                                                   (3.58)  

where Á  is the permittivity of the medium, D is the diameter of the microsphere, Â  is the 

r.m.s of surface roughness, and B is the correlation length. Qss can reach the value 10
10

 

when the diameter is greater than 100 µm. 

The possible solutions for resonance wavelength for uncoated microsphere with 

radius, a = 125µm and wavelength around 1550 nm (1550-1552 nm). For TM modes, the 

possible solutions are shown in Fig. (3.5). The solutions at l = 715, 702, and 692, 

respectively and the corresponding wavelengths are 1550.8145, 1551.9265, 1551.4975 

nm, respectively. 
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Fig. (3.5) Possible solutions for TM modes. 

For TE modes, the possible solutions are shown in Fig. (3.6). The solutions at l = 716, 

703, and 693, respectively and the corresponding wavelengths are 1550.6145, 1551.6395, 

1551.1425 nm, respectively. 

 

Fig. (3.6) Possible solutions for TE modes. 
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The radial field distribution is shown for TM modes in Fig. (3.7-a). The first three 

modes with n =1, 2, 3 are depicted. For TM modes, n = 1, l = 715, and wavelength is 

1550.8145 nm, n = 2, l= 702, and wavelength is 1551. 9265 nm, n = 3, l = 692, and 

wavelength is 1551.4975 nm. In Fig. (3.7-b), comparison between the field distribution of 

the fundamentals modes of TM and TE modes is also shown.  

In the following discussion, we consider what would happen if we coat the 

microsphere surface with a thin layer of polymers. Our analysis is based on perturbative 

analysis commonly used in quantum physics. 

3.2.1.1 Wavelength Relative Shift 

From quantum perspective, resonant modes contain photons with quantized angular 

momentum. This can be similar to electron on Bohr atom [8]. In case of absence of 

excess charge, the Helmholtz equation is 

∇�d + �Ä��d = 0.                                                     (3.59) 

Using the definition of angular momentum operator  

ÅÆ = −$(�Ç 	× ∇), 

∇�= "�� ��(�)��� − ÈÆ���%.                                               (3.60) 

Now Eq. (3.59) becomes 

"�� ��(�)��� − ÈÆ���%d + �Ä��d = 0.                                           (3.61) 

Consider that the momentum operator commutes with its square, ÉÅÆ�, ÅÆÊ	= 0. For TE 

modes, E can be written as ÅÆ N and Eq. (3.61) would be 
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ÅÆ '��(�¨)��� − ÈÆ�(�¨)�� + ��(�N)+ = 0,                                          (3.62) 

Vector Helmholtz equation is satisfied if the scalar quantity between the brackets equals 

zero. Then,  

'��(�¨)��� − ÈÆ�(�¨)�� + ��(�N)+ = 0.                                            (3.63) 

 

(a) 

 

     (b) 

Fig. (3.7) The radial field distribution: (a) first three modes of TM modes, and (b) fundamental 

modes of TM and TE modes.  
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Define, 

�N(�) = N�(�)Ë)H, 
ÅÆ�Ë)H = �(� + 1)Ë)H.                                             (3.64) 

By rewriting Eq. (3.62) 

(�¨Ì(�)(�� + Í��� − '���(1 − ��) + )()*�)�� +ÎN�(�) = 0,                             (3.65) 

This equation is SchrMÏdinger –like equation. The effective energy is Ð�� and the effective 

potential is  

ÑÒyy(�; �� , , �, �) = ���(1 − ��) + )()*�)�� .                                      (3.66) 

By adding a layer to microsphere surface, a perturbation in the potential occurs and can 

be expressed by 

ÔÑÒyy = Ôw���(1 − ��)x,                                          (3.67) 

The first order perturbation in the energy of a quantum level is 

ÔÕÒyy = 〈¨ÌZ×ØÙ~~|¨Ì ;;〉〈¨Ì|¨Ì ;〉 ,                                             (3.68) 

This equation can be written as 

Ô(���) = 〈¨ÌZ×Éh��W��!�YÊ|¨Ì ;;〉〈¨Ì|¨Ì ;〉 ,                                         (3.69) 

By rearranging 

Ô(���)〈N�|N� ;〉 = Ô(���)〈N�|N� ;〉 + 〈N�Z−���W�y� − ���Y;|N� ;〉 + 〈N�|−2��Ô����� ;|N� ;〉,      
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(3.70) 

where Ô(��) = W�y� − ���Y. 

After some simplifications, 

〈N�Z−���W�y� − ���Y;|N� ;〉 + 〈N�|−2��Ô����� ;|N� ;〉 = 0,                          (3.71) 

By writing Eq. (3.71) in the integral form, we get  

¤ −���W�y� − ���Y|N�|�¢Ñ +�} ¤ −2��Ô�����|N�|�¢Ñ = 0¦¡ .                       (3.72) 

The first term in Eq. (3.72) can be evaluated by 

¤ −���W�y� − ���Y|N�|�¢Ñ ≅ −���W�y� − ���Y|N�(7)|�4@7���} .                     (3.73)    

For the second term, most of the energy is inside the microsphere. So,  

¤ −2��Ô�����|N�|�¢Ñ ≅ ¤ −2��Ô�����|N�|�¢Ñ.}¡¦¡                             (3.74) 

In the range in which the wavelength is much smaller than the microsphere radius, the 

integral can be  

¤ ��}¡ |N�(�)|�¢� ≈ 7�(1 − �������)|N�(7)|�/2,                                     (3.75) 

Finally, from Eq. (3.73) and Eq. (3.75), the fractional shift in wavelength for TE modes is 

×>> = − ×h�h� = "!~��!��%W!z��!��Y �} .                                          (3.76) 

In general, the fractional shift in wavelength can be written as 

×>> = ¤ ×¼ÌZmuÇÝÞß(�,�,_)Z�(Øà̄
�¤ ¼ÌZmuÇÝÞß(�,�,_)Z�áâ (Ø ,                                         (3.77) 
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For TM modes, the electric field can be expresses as [9] 

duuÇãäf(�, , k) = åæç	( H_)h��!�(�) 	'�� è�(�)Ëéê() + ��� è(r)ì)H()+,                      (3.78) 

The angular function Ëéê() and ì)H() are given , respectively  by 

Ëéê() = í̂� 	× ï)H(), 
ì)H() = �(� + 1)K)H(LM#	)í̂� .                                         (3.79) 

where ( , )lmX θ φ
���

 is the angular vector function of WGM , and ( )S r  is the radial field 

which can be expressed as  

è(�) = ðN)(�����),										� < 7,8)�)(�����),					� > 7. ;                                          (3.80) 

8) can be easily determined from the continuity at the interface and giben by 

8) = ¨-(!.h�})©-(!�h�}),                                                         (3.81) 

and 

ï)H() =  H� !� K)H(LM#)í̂� − ��� K)H(LM#)í̂_,                               (3.82) 

where í̂�	and í̂_ are unit vectors on the related directions. 

Define,  

ñ)H = ∬|ï)H()|�#$�¢¢k,                                          (3.83) 

Then,  
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  Á�ZÕuÇãäf(�, , k)Z�}
¡ ¢Ñ = ñ)H���   1��(�)¦

¡ 30wè�(�)x� + �(� + 1)�� wè(r)x�1ó ¢� 

= ã-°h�ô "!z�!�� − 1% wè(a)x� ð'©-ª(h�!�})©-(h�!�})+� + )()*�)(h�!z})�õ,                          (3.84) 

and 

¤ ÔÁ�ZÕuÇãäf(�, , k)Z�¢Ñ�} = − ã-°h�� wè(a)x� ð�y� '©-ª(h�!�})©-(h�!�})+� + )()*�)(h�})�õ W���� − �y��Y�,   

(3.85) 

Now, the fractional shift in wavelength for TM modes can be expressed as 

×>> = ö) "!~��!��%W!z��!��Y �},                                                      (3.86) 

For large l, ö)	is  

ö) ≈ 1 + !~÷��!z÷�!�÷��(h�}/))�*!z÷�,                                               (3.87) 

and then,  

(ø>> )ef = !~��!��!z��!��
�} 	ö) = (ø>> )emö).                                          (3.88) 

3.2.1.2 Q Factor of added Film  

Using a = 125 µm, no =1 (air as surrounding medium), resonance wavelength equals 

1550 nm and ns = 1.44 for silica. For the fundamental modes, use l = 715 for n = 1, use l= 

702 for n = 2, use l = 692 for n = 3. Using the corresponding wavelengths, then the TM-

to-TE ratio, ö) is shown in Fig. (3.8) as a function of the film refractive index, nf. 
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Fig. (3.8) TM-to-TE ratio plotted as a function of refractive index of added film.  

Consider a nonmaterial with refractive index, nf = 1.8, optical attenuation coefficients, 

»y = 4.5	dB/mm. Use a = 125 µm, film thickness, t = 1.3 nm for one bilayer. Consider 20 

bilayers of this film. Figure (3.9) illustrates the percentage of power on the added film. 

The quality factor due to material absorption of added film is shown in Fig. (3.10). 

It is obvious that the percentage of power in the film for fundamental TE modes is 

higher than that of the fundamental TM modes. The reason is related to field distribution 

of TE and TM modes on the added region.  For low number of film layers, the power 

parentage is almost linearly proportional with film thickness. Back to the quality factor 

due to the added film (Eq. (3.57)), we can plot it as a function of the film thickness. The 

quality factor should be inversely proportional to the power percentage on the film. In 

this sense, it should be inversely proportional to the film thickness. 
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Fig. (3.9) Percentage of power in the added film for the fundamental modes of TM and TE 

modes. 

3.2.2 Q Factor of Coated Microsphere with Au NPs 

First of all,  we consider the portion of the Q factor of a NP-coated microsphere that is 

induced by the absorption and scattering of the Au NPs. The cavity Q factor associated 

with Au NPs is given by 

µVú = û ãú[üz,                                                          (3.89) 

where ω  is the angular frequency, 
NPs
P   represents power loss induced by NPs 

scattering and absorption, and W is the modal energy of WGM which can written as 

[10] 

ñ = �� ∭Á�Á�ZÕuÇãäf(�, , k)Z�¢Ñ,                                         (3.90) 

where oε  is the air permittivity, and rε  is the relative permittivity of silica. 
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Fig. (3.10) Q factor due the absorption on the added film. 

For TE modes, the electric field can be expresses as [9] 

duuÇãäf(�, , k) = åæç	( H_)h�� 	è(�)ï)H().                                     (3.91) 

Assuming homgenous medium with constant rε , the modal energy becomes  

ñ = ��h�� Á�Á� ∭|è(�)|� |ï)H()|�#$�¢¢k¢�.                               (3.92) 

The power loss caused by a single nanoparticle, NPp  can be expressed by 

þVú = ZmuÇÝÞß(}�,��,_�)Z��¹� ÂÒ�. ,                                               (3.93) 

where oη  is the free space impedance, ( , , )WGM i i iE a θ φ
��

is the electric field at the location  

of the ith NP located on the surface, and  .exσ  is the total extinction cross section area of 

the gold nanoparticle (includes both scattering and absorption). Assuming NPs are 

randomly distributed over microsphere surface with uniform probability, the total 
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scattered and absorbed power from all particles on the surface, NPsP can then be expressed 

by 

KVú� = V²�¹� ÂÒ�. ∬ZÕuÇãäf(7, , k)Z�¢4,                                      (3.94) 

where is pN the Au NPs density on the surface of microsphere. The integration is done 

over the surface area A of the microsphere. So, the quality factor can be rewritten as 

µVú� = û ¼�¼Ì¹� ∭|�(�)|�|ï-°(�)|�� !�(�(_(�V²ÀÙ�. ∬|�(})|�|ï-°(�)|�� !�(�(_  .                                (3.95) 

This can be simplified to  

µVú� = û ¼�¼Ì¹�'¤ |�(�)|�(�áâ +V²ÀÙ�.|�(})|� .                                        (3.96) 

More simplification can be done . The integral ¤ |è(�)|�¢�¦¡  can be approximated as 

¤ |è(�)|�¢�}¡ . This approximation is acceptable as most of the field intensity is 

consentrated inside the microsphere. Furthermore, 	¤ |è(�)|�¢�}¡   is ~ 

7(1 − �������)|è(7)|�/2 [10, 11]. 

Now, 

µVú� = û ¼�¹�}W!z��!��Y�V²ÀÙ�.  .                                               (3.97) 

In the case of small Au NP which is our case, the total (extinction) cross section can be 

given by [12] 

ÂÒ�.|4@7� ÍH���H�*� '1 + ���� "H���H�*�% Hô*��H�*���H�*� +Î + �� <�öí ð"H���H�*�%�õ,               (3.98) 
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where m is the ratio of refarctive index of the Au NPs and air, and 2 /x aπ λ= .  

In this case,  the total Q factor can be expressed as  

� ≈ �z�-�®¯ + �[üz + �®�±²-�³´,                                              (3.99) 

Using the same prcocedure for the thin film layer, we can get a fromula for the Q factor 

in case of TM modes which given by 

(µVú�)em = (µVú�)ef × ö′),                                          (3.100) 

where 

ö′) = 1 + !�÷��!z÷�!�÷��(h�}/))�*!z÷�.                                            (3.101) 

where nf was replaced by no. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Funtionalization and Characterization of Silica Microspheres 

In current literature, a few methods have been developed for the functionalization of 

silica-based high Q resonators. However, all such approaches are limited to specific 

nanomaterials and cannot be generalized easily. A few relevant examples include recent 

demonstrations of silica high Q resonators coated with polymer [1], Au NPs [2, 3], and 

nonlinear molecules [4, 5]. The method of self-assembly has several important 

advantages compared with these methods. First, by depositing one monolayer of 

nanomaterial at a time, the self-assembly approach can control microsphere 

functionalization with nanoscale accuracy and maintain exceptional surface smoothness. 

Second, the self-assembly approach relies on electrostatic interaction and is therefore 

compatible with a wide range of nanomaterials including nonlinear molecules, dyes, 

quantum dots, and plasmonic NPs. By selecting appropriate aqueous solutions for self-

assembly, we can therefore incorporate a large variety of functional materials onto the 

same microsphere, which can be difficult to accomplish with alternative approaches. 

Finally, the self-assembly process is simple, straightforward, and can be carried out 

without using any specialized equipment or environmental controls.       

4.1 Microsphere Fabrication and Experimental Setup 

Silica microspheres were fabricated by following the procedure in
 
Ref [6].

 
Briefly, we 

placed a silica multimode (50 µm core and 125 µm cladding, purchased from Corning 

Inc.) fiber between two fiber clamps. We focused a high power CO2 laser beam (~10W) 

on the silica fiber to heat silica above the melting point. After melting and stretching the 
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fiber we applied high laser power (about 25 W) to cut the fiber. We used this high power 

again to formulate the microsphere with the help of surface tension. The fabrication 

parameters were adjusted to ensure microsphere diameters were in the range of 240-260 

µm. The actual setup is shown in Fig. (4.1). The procedures for microsphere fabrication 

are shown Fig. (4.2).  

 

Fig. (4.1) Setup for microsphere fabrication. 

After microsphere fabrication, we coated the silica surface with two different 

ISAM films, with one composed of alternating layers of (poly (allylamine 

hydrochloride)) (PAH) and (poly {1-[p-(3’-carboxy-4’-hydroxyphenylazo) 

benzenesulfonamido]-1, 2-ethandiyl} (PCBS) and the other composed of PAH and 

Procion Brown (PB). ISAM films of PAH/PCBS and PAH/PB have been shown to 

possess net polar order and substantial second order nonlinear optical susceptibilities 

[7, 8]. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. (4.2) Microsphere fabrication: (a) melting the fiber by CO2 laser beam and stretching it, (b) 

cutting the fiber with very high power, and (c) forming the microsphere. 
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The self assembly procedure is as follows. First, we placed the microsphere in the 

positively-charged polycation (PAH) solution for 3 minutes followed by 2 minutes 

deionized (DI) water rinsing to ensure uniform PAH coverage. Afterwards, we placed the 

microsphere in the negatively-charged polyanion solution containing PCBS (or PB) for 3 

minutes to cover the PAH layer with a monolayer of PCBS (or PB).  This step is again 

followed by 2 minutes DI water rinsing to remove any residual polyanion. Because self-

assembly relies on electrostatic interaction, the process is self-limiting, and each polymer 

layer with a well-defined thickness (typically 0.3 - 10.0 nm dependent on solution pH and 

ionic strength) is added at each deposition step. As a result, the thickness of the ISAM 

film can be controlled with nanoscale resolution (i.e., the thickness of a single polymer 

layer). We can also easily reach the desired ISAM film thickness by repeating the process 

described above until a sufficient number of polymer monolayer has been deposited. For 

this experimental study, PAH, PCBS, and PB were purchased from SIGMA-ALDRICH. 

The concentrations and the pH values are respectively 0.93 mg/mL and PH ~7 for PAH 

solution, 3.7 mg/mL and pH ~7 for PCBS solution, and 1 mg/mL and pH ~10.5 for PB 

solution. For the fabrication of PAH/PB ISAM films, we added sodium chloride into the 

PB solution at a concentration of 30 mg/mL. The Na
+
 ions screen the repulsions of the 

negatively-charged enabling close packing of PB on the surface [9]. 

The assembly of Au NPs was carried out using the same principle. We first coated the 

silica microsphere with a monolayer of positively-charged PAH. Then we placed the 

PAH-coated microsphere in an aqueous solution containing negatively-charged Au NPs 

(30 nm in diameter, British Biocell International). The density of Au nanospheres 

adsorbed on the microsphere surface can be readily adjusted by controlling deposition 
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time. More details can be found in Ref [10] and Chapter 5, where we provided an 

analytical model that describes the density of adsorbed Au nanospheres as a function of 

deposition time. The fabrication procedure described above can produce functional 

microspheres with very smooth surfaces. Coated microspheres with different number of 

bilayers of PAH/PCBS can be shown in Fig. (4.3).  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Fig. (4.3) SEM images for different number of bilayers of PAH/PCBS: (a) 1Bilayer, (b) 10 

Bilayers, (c) 15 Bilayers, and (d) 20 Bilayers. 

Also, SEM images of microspheres coated with Au NPs are shown in Fig. (4.4). 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. (4.4) SEM images for different deposition times of Au NPs on a microsphere: (a) 0.5 min in 

10% diluted solution, (b) 20 min. in 10% diluted solution. 

Silica fiber tapers were fabricated using a heating and pulling method. The outer 

jacket was removed and the silica multimode fiber (50 µm core and 125 µm cladding, 

Corning Inc.) was fixed between two fiber clamps. We used a propane-oxygen flame to 

heat the fiber. A tube was placed between the fiber and the flame to ensure uniform 

heating along the fiber taper section (Fig.4.5).  

 

 

 

  

Fig. (4.5) Heating the fiber to make a fiber taper. 

As the glass softened under high temperature, we used two Newport motion stages to 

pull the two clamps apart. The pulling speed of the motion stages was determined by 
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computer software (Fig. (4.6)), which enabled us to control the taper waist and its spatial 

profile.  

 

Fig. (4.6) Software to control the motion stages showing the diameter of taper. 

We heated the fiber until the transmission spectrum reached its steady state. At this 

point, no fluctuations in the spectrum were observed, and the diameter is around ~1 µm. 

SEM image for the fiber taper is shown in Fig. (4.7). 

 

Fig. (4.7) SEM of fiber taper. 
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4.2 Experimental Characterization and Analysis 

The WGMs within the functionalized microspheres were characterized using the 

experimental setup in Fig. (4.8). The output of a NEW FOCUS 6300 tunable laser diode 

was coupled into the microsphere using a ~1 µm diameter fiber taper. The wavelength of 

the tunable laser was controlled using the voltage signal produced by a function 

generator, where the 2 V (peak to peak) signal corresponded to a 0.16 nm tuning range. 

The photodetector converted the optical signals in the taper (after microsphere 

transmission) into electronic signals. The transmission spectra were then recorded by the 

oscilloscope. We used a fiber paddle to adjust the polarization of the laser input. In 

following studies, we always adjust the polarization state of the input laser light to find 

the WGMs with the highest Q factors. The WGM Q factors were calculated using [6] 

µ = >·ø>                                                                 (4.1) 

where Rλ and λ∆  are the central wavelength and the full width half maximum of the 

measured transmission dips, respectively.  

 

Fig. (4.8)  Coupling system between the microsphere and fiber taper. 
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A representative example of WGM transmission spectrums are shown in Fig. 4.9, 

which was obtained using a microsphere coated with 1, 5, 20 bilayers of PAH/PCBS. The 

transmission is plotted against the deviation from 1550 nm. For our work, all Q factor 

measurements were carried out near 1550 nm. If multiple WMGs are found within the 

scanning range, we only record the highest Q factor. 

The Q factor of coated microsphere with ISAM films can be separated into four terms, 

as made clear by Eq. (3.56). First of all, the loss in the silica due to absorption and 

Rayleigh scattering can be quantized by the quality factor Qsilica. Qsilica can reach 10
11

 

when the resonance wavelength is around 1550 nm [6].  

Another factor that may lower cavity Q factor is surface scattering. The Q factor due 

to surface scattering (Qss) can be calculated from Eq. (3.58). Figure (4.10) shows a 

surface- morphology scan obtained by using the Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) taken 

over 500 nm × 500 nm grids (768 point × 768 point). This figure shows 3D images for 

the roughness level of the surface for different sample with different number of bilayers 

of PAH/PCBS (1 Bilayer, 5 Bilayers, and 20 Bilayers). The roughness would increase 

with increasing the number of bilayers as roughness is a cumulative quantity. The AFM 

calculate the root mean square (rms) value of roughness level.  

Now, we need to calculate the correlation length, B which can be obtained from the 

equation [12] 

ö(2) = ö(0) exp �−",§%�	                                                (4.2) 

where R is the correlation function, u is the seperation between different positions, 

and ö(0) is the correlation function for seperation 0. 
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Fig. (4.9) Transmission spectrum of microsphere coated with: (a) 1Bilayer of 

PAH/PCBS, (B) 5 Bilayers, and (c) 20 Bilayers. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. (4.10) Surface data obtained by AFM on a 500-nm square grid of 768×768 points :( a) 1 

Bilayer, (b) 5 Bilayers, and (c) 20 Bilayers. 

If we use ( , )h x y  to denote surface height measured by AFM, we can define its 

correlation function as 

ö(2) = ∬ℎ(<,
)ℎ(< + 2,
)¢<¢
                                    (4.3) 

where u is the seperation between two successive points in the same row. 
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The correlation length B can then be extracted by fitting the correlation function (Eq. 

(4.2)). The theoretical fit and the experimentally measured correlation function are shown 

in Fig. (4.11) for different number of bilayers. The red line represents the theoretical 

fitting according to Eq. (4.2) and the blue line corresponds to experimental measurements 

(Eq. (4.3)). The correlation length, according to Eq. (4.2), is the distance at which the 

correlation function is reduced to about 0.37 of its maximum value. 

Table 1 summarizes the results for different bilayer numbers of PAH/PCBS. The data 

include rms roughness, correlation length, and calculated Qss from Eq. (3.58). From the 

summarized results in Table 1, it can be noticed that the Qss for a coated microsphere 

with PAH/PCBS is on order of 10
10

 to 10
11

. In comparison, the experimentally measured 

Q factors of silica microspheres coated with <20 bilayers of PAH/PCBS are typically in 

the range of 10
6
 to 10

7
 (Fig. (4.13-a). This result suggests that for microspheres coated 

with PAH/PCBS, the excessive loss is dominated by material absorption within the 

ISAM film. Due to the difficulty of carrying out AFM measurements on a curved surface 

of mechanically fragile microspheres, we did not carry out similar studies using 

microspheres coated with PAH/PB. However, since deposition of PAH/PCBS and 

PAH/PB are carried out similarly and both ISAM films possess exceptionally smooth 

surface morphology on planar structures [13], the scattering losses for PAH/PB and 

PAH/PCBS microspheres are likely to be of the same order of magnitude. 
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Fig. (4.11) Theoretical and experimental correlation function: (a) 1 Bilayer, (b) 5 Bilayer, and (c) 

20Bilayer of PAH/PCBS. 
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Table 1 rms roughness (nm), correlation length (nm), and quality factor due to surface scattering 

for different bilayer numbers of PAH/PCBS. 

Bilayer number rms Surface     

roughness, σ     

Correlation 

length, B  

Qss 

1 0.341 14 1.18e+011 

5 0.601 11 6.1e+010 

20 0.790 22 3.47e+010 

To further quantify the relationship between material absorption and cavity Q factors, 

we need to investigate the impact of taper-microsphere coupling loss. In particular, to 

minimize the impact due to changes in coupling loss, all cavity Q factors were measured 

when the silica microspheres are in direct contact with the coupling taper. Additionally, 

we also measured the Q factors of four different bare silica microspheres under this 

direct-contact scenario. The maximum cavity Q factors are respectively 71.73 10× ,

71.88 10× , 71.95 10× , and 72.5 10×  The average Q factor is 72 10×∼ , with a standard 

deviation of 70.34 10× . All four bare silica microspheres possess similar diameters (~250 

µm). For the direct-contact cases, the cavity Q factors should be dominated by Qcoupling. 

Consequently, for functionalized microspheres with similar diameters, we can 

approximate their Qcoupling as 
72 10×∼ .  

The thickness of one bilayer, t was measured to be ~ 1.3 nm for PAH/PB and ~ 0.9 

nm for PAH/PCBS. Briefly, we use a UV excimer laser beam with fluence above the film 

threshold but below glass threshold to remove a small area on the film layer. We use the 

UV laser for 5 minutes which is sufficient to remove 50 bilayers of PAH/PCBS or 
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PAH/PB from certain area.  Then the film thickness was determined by using a Dektak 

Profilometer. The surface profile of glass substrate with 50 bilayers of PAH/PB is shown 

in Fig. (4.12-a) and with 50 bilayers of PAH/PCBS is shown in Fig. (4.12-b). 

Fig. (4.12) Surface profile of film after ablation for: (a) 50PAH/PB, and (b) 50PAH/PCBS. 
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The measured Q factor of microspheres coated with different numbers of PAH/PCBS 

and PAH/PB bilayers is shown in Fig. (4.13-a). From graph, Qcoupling is ~1.96 × 10� for 

PAH/PB and is ~1.93 × 10�  for PAH/PCBS. 

In Fig. (4.13-b), we show the experimentally measured filmQ
,
 which are calculated by 

subtracting coupling loss from the total Q factors. As discussed earlier, loss due to silica 

absorption and scattering are much smaller compared with coupling loss, and are 

consequently ignored.  To extract the relationship between Q factors and film thickness, 

we performed a linear fitting between 	 µy )H and film thickness in logarithmic scale.  For 

PAH/PB, the slope of the linear fitting is -1.1 and for PAH/PCBS it is -1.14.  

A natural explanation for this result is that cavity loss of the functional microspheres is 

dominated by material absorption within the ISAM film. In this case, the modal loss 

should increase linearly as a function of the total volume of the polymer coating. Since 

film thickness is approximately 1.3 nm per PAH/PB bilayer and 0.9 nm per PAH/PCBS 

bilayer, the rate of material absorption, which is represented by 1/ filmQ , should be 

proportional to the total bilayer number of the ISAM film, i.e., 1/ film ISAMQ N∝ . This 

theoretical prediction is very close to our experimental results. The deviation from the 

theoretical fitting curve can be explained by several factors. First of all, the coupling 

between the fiber taper and the microsphere may not be identical for different 

microsphere samples. The geometrical dimensions of different microspheres may not be 

identical. The process of ISAM film deposition is not perfect clean, thus some dust 

particles may accumulate on the surface of the microsphere and cause the Q factor to 

drop in an incontrollable fashion. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. (4.13):  (a) Q factors as a function of film thickness (t) for microsphere 

coated with PAH/PB and PAH/PCBS, (b) theoretical and experimental result for 

quality factor due to added film  as a function of film thickness (t) for 

microsphere coated with PAH/PB and PAH/PCBS. The green and black lines are 

the fitting curves for PAH/PB and PAH/PCBS, respectively. 
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To investigate the impact of Au NPs on WGM Q factors, we fabricated multiple 

samples with different Au NP density on the microsphere surface. This was accomplished 

by adjusting the duration in which microspheres were immersed in solution. After Q 

factor measurement, we took SEM images of the microsphere samples, and obtained NP 

density from the SEM images. The measured microsphere Q factors were plotted as a 

function of NP density, and shown in Fig. (4.15). As expected, the cavity Q factors 

decrease as NP density increases. To further quantify the behavior of cavity Q factors as a 

function of NP density, we can use the theoretical model described in Chapter 3. The 

ratio between Q factor of TE modes and Q factor of TM Q is the factor ö)� (Eq. (3.100)). 

In Fig. (4.14), we plotted the ratio,	ö)� for the fundamental modes. In our calculations, the 

radius of microsphere is 125 µm. The refractive index of silica at 1550 nm is 1.44. We 

can see that if the refractive index of surrounding medium equals 1 (air), the ratio, ö)� is 

1.532. This suggests that a long as we measure the highest Q factor in the transmission 

spectrum, we assume that we measure the Q factor of the fundamental TE mode. 

Fig. (4.14) TE-to-TM Q factor ratio plotted as a function of refractive index of surrounding 

medium. 
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 The theoretical Q factor of TE fundamental can be calculated from Eq. (3.97) and Eq. 

(3.99). In Fig. (4.15), we compare the experimentally measured and the theoretically 

estimated Q factors. In our theoretical estimate, the radius of Au NP is 15 nm, while the 

radius of the microsphere is 125 µm on average. The refractive index of Au at 

wavelength 1550 nm is 0.52406+i 10.72 based on the data in Ref [14]. A good agreement 

can be noticed for low particles density.  It should be pointed out that the higher density 

of Au NPs is expected to cause a difference between the theory and experiment since the 

loss due to aggregation of particles has not been considered.  

 

Fig. (4.15). Theoretical and experimental results for Q factor as a function of Au 

NPs density on the surface of silica microsphere. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Irreversible Adsorption of Au NPs on Flat Surfaces and 

Microspheres 

5.1 Adsorption of NPs  

Plasmonic resonances in metal NPs have attracted the attention recently in sensors and 

other applications [1-3] . In many applications, NPs are deposited from a suspended 

liquid form a plasmonically active surface [4-8]. Usually, the used surface is flat, but 

other geometries like cylindrical and spherical shapes can be used and have interesting 

applications. The dependence of deposition of Au NPs on the surface geometry is fully 

studied [9]. At short deposition times, the NP adsorption is largely independent of 

substrate geometry, while at long times, deposition is significantly faster onto the curved 

surfaces. The crossover occurs when the NP diffusion length equals the radius of 

curvature of the surface.  

The problem of particle adsorption on a collecting surface is of great technological 

importance in fields such as materials science, food and pharmaceutical fabrication, 

electrophoresis, catalysis, etc. It is also of interest in biomedicine in describing processes 

such as ligand binding to macromolecules or digestion by microbes and cells [10, 11]. It 

is then not surprising that the problem has been studied for a long time and those 

theoretical treatments have reached a high degree of sophistication [12- 14]. However, 

the bulk of the experimental work in this field has been done on planar surfaces, and 

studies of adsorption onto curved collecting surfaces [11, 15, 16] have generally 
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concerned regimes that are not directly applicable to optical and plasmonic device 

fabrication.  

5.2 Diffusion Model of Irreversible Adsorption of Au NPs on 

Microspheres 

For our theoretical treatment, we confine ourselves to the simplest possible case, where 

we first assume that the collecting surfaces are perfect sinks, i.e. that any particle that gets 

within a certain small distance from a surface sticks immediately and irreversibly, which 

is reasonable for small particles at low concentrations [17, 18] and at time scales where 

the fast adhesion kinetics is masked by the slower particle transport to the surface. We 

also assume that the drag experienced by a particle near a surface is balanced by 

attractive dispersion forces (the Smoluchowski-Levich approximation), so that we can 

take the diffusion coefficient to be constant everywhere and ignore the presence of the 

surface.  Finally, we treat only the case where there are no external forces and no liquid 

flow present (quiescent conditions). In the absence of flow, the motion of the particles in 

the liquid is governed by the diffusion equation  

�!(�,�)�� = �∆n(r, t).                                                   (5.1) 

Under spherical symmetry, the diffusion equation can be expressed by 

� 	�!(�,�)�� = 	 ��� ��� "��� �!(�,�)�� % ,�(7, �) = 	0,																																�(� > 7	, 0) = �¡,																			 ;                                                   (5.2) 

where a is the radius of a microsphere, D is the diffusion constant, which is independent  

of  position and concentration, and �¡	 is the nominal particle concentration. 
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The differential equation (Eq. (5.2)) is separable, so its solution can be written as 

�(�, �) = ¤ö�	(�)��(�)¢�                                                 (5.3) 

Then, we have 

�� e�e =	 º��º +	�� º�º =	−��,                                                  (5.4) 

where  �	is a real positive number. The solutions for T and R become 

� ��(�) = í−���2 ,ö�(�) = 4� D�«��
�� + 8� BCD��

�� ,;                                         (5.5) 

where 4� and 8�	 are constants. 

Each of the particular solutions must satisfy the boundary condition, 	ö�(7) = 0 which 

means that 

ö�(�) = ��
�� (sin�� cos�7 −	sin�7 cos��) = ��

�� sin�(� − 7),               (5.6)                                    

where ¥�	 is another constant. We must search for ¥� such that the initial conditions are 

satisfied. In other words, we must have 

¤ ��
�� sin�(� − 7) ¢�¦¡ = �¡	, � > 7.                                              (5.7) 

To solve this, we reformulate the initial condition as �(� > 7, 0) = �$O→¦  ��Π(2Q), 

where Π(x) is the rectangle function. By making the substitution	þ = � − 7, we have 

¤ ��
�

¦¡ #$�	�þ	¢� = (þ + 7)��Π(2Q)			p > 0.                             (5.8) 
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We cannot actually take the exact sine transform of this equation, since the right hand 

side is only defined for	þ > 0.  Instead we act with ¤ sin(�þ)¢þ¦¡  on the equation 

¤ ¤ ��
�

¦¡¦¡ sin(�þ) sin(�þ) ¢�¢þ = �� ¤ (þ + 7) sin(�þ) ¢þ.¡                  (5.9) 

Since  sin	(�þ) is odd in p, we can take 

¤ sin(�þ) sin(�þ)¢þ¦¡ = �� ¤ sin(�þ) sin(�þ)¢þ¦�¦  on the left hand side, and then reverse 

the order of integration. The left-hand side of the equation is then 

¤ ����¦¡ ¤ sin	(�¦�¦ þ) sin(�þ) ¢þ¢� = ¤ ���� @¦¡ 	WÔ(� − �) + Ô(� + �)Y¢� = =� "��� − �÷�
� % 

(5.10) 

� must be positive for the differential equation  to make sense, so ¥��= 0. After some 

calculations, the right hand side can be expressed as 

�� ¤ (þ + 7) sin(�þ)¢þ = !�}
�

¡ w1 − "} + 1% cos(�µ) + � !�
�} x.               (5.11) 

So, 

¥� = �!�}= '1 − "} + 1% cos(�µ) + � !�
�} +.                               (5.12) 

As µ → ∞, the contribution of the middle term in this expression to �(�, �) goes to 0, so 

we obtain 

�(�, �) = �!�}= �$O→¦ ¤ í�����¦¡ "1 + D�«(�)
�} % "� !�(��})

�� % ¢�.                  (5.13) 

This gives 
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ΦDç�(t) = � �!(},�)�� = �«��
� �$O→¦ ¤ í����� "1 + D�«(�)

�} % ¢� = �� � �=� + �}! ,¦¡       

(5.14) 

where ΦDç�(t) is the flux of particles, which can be integrated to yield 

< Q�£" >= �� �2 ��= + ��} !.                                          (5.15) 

In other words, at short times, we recover the flat surface result, while deposition is faster 

at long times, reaching a constant rate when� ≫ }�� .  For a flat surface, we can consider 

the first term only, so 

< Qy)}� >= 2�� ��=  .                                                (5.16) 

The formula < Qy)}� >  for is well-known and has been repeatedly been shown to 

describe irreversible particle deposition onto flat adhesive surfaces quite well [19, 20, 

21], so long as the surface particle density is low enough that the assumption of a 

perfectly adhesive surface remains valid. 

5.3 Experimental Verification and Analysis  

To make the flat and spherical surfaces adhesive, we coated them with a single nm-thick 

layer of poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) to generate a uniform positive surface 

charge. We then placed the samples in an aqueous solution containing negatively charged 

citrate-terminated, surfactant free gold nanospheres (30 nm diameter, from British Biocell 

International) to initiate the deposition. We adjusted the NP concentration (n0) as well as 

the deposition time (t) to achieve different surface particle densities, which were then 
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determined by SEM imaging. The NP size d and stock suspension concentration ns were 

verified with TEM and inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-

AES), and found to be 28.7 nm and 1.95×10
11

 particles/cm
-3

 respectively, quite close to 

the values provided by the manufacturer (30 nm and 2.00×10
11

 particles/cm
-3

). From d, 

the temperature of the suspension (22°C) and the viscosity of water at that temperature 

(0.96 cP), we calculated the diffusion constant for the NPs D = 1.57×10
-7

 cm
2
/s with the 

Einstein-Stokes equation. To reduce the number of NPs adsorbed onto the surfaces 

during long depositions to the point where particle surface blocking
7
 was not a factor, the 

stock NP suspension was diluted with DI water so that n0  ranged between 3.0%  and 10% 

of ns.   

For a flat glass substrate, we used the RCA cleaning method to clean the surface and 

charge it with negative charge before coating it with a PAH layer. As a first step, we 

make a solution of DI water, NH4 OH, and H2O2 with ratios 5:1:1 v: v respectively. Then, 

we insert the substrates in the solution and heat the solution for 10 minutes while the 

temperature is kept between 75 and 80 C
o
.  After that, we rinse the sample with DI water. 

In the second step, we make a solution of DI water, HCl, and H2O2 with ratios 6:1:1 v: v 

respectively. Then, we insert the substrates in the solution and heat the solution for 10 

minutes while the temperature is kept between 75 and 80 C
o
. 

First, we deposit a PAH layer on a flat substrate (after RCA cleaning) and a 

microsphere surface for 3 minutes. The PAH solution is made from 465 gm (PAH) and 

500 mL of DI water. Then, we leave the solution on the stirring stage for sufficient time 

(more than 12 hours). The PH value of this solution is set to be 7. After PAH depositions 

on the flat surface and microsphere surface, we rinse the sample in DI water for 2 
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minutes. Then, we immerse them into Au NPs solution for different deposition time. 

We used 30% percent diluted solution of Au NPs for the flat surface. For the 

microsphere, we used 10% percent diluted solution for short time (up to 2 hours) and 3% 

percent diluted solution for long time (greater than 2 hours) to avoid aggregation of 

particles. 

For a microsphere, we made a deposition of Au NPs with time from 0.5 minutes to 12 

hours. The number of particles is generally increased with increased deposition time. 

For long deposition time (greater than 2 hours), aggregation may occur. So, we used 3 

percent diluted solution in this case and made a scaling factor of 10/3 for the measured 

values in order to be able to draw all the data in one graph. A SEM image for different 

deposition times is shown in Fig.(5.1) for microsphere and in Fig. (5.2) for a flat 

substrate.  

  

(a) (b) 
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Fig. (5.1) SEM images for different deposition times of Au NPs on a microsphere: (a) 0.5 min in 

10% diluted solution, (b) 20 min. in 10% diluted solution, (c) 6 hour in 3% diluted solution, and 

(d) 12 hours in 3 % diluted solution. 

We counted the particle density (Number/µm
2
) in each case. We took five different 

positions in each sample and also used 3 or 4 samples for each deposition time. 

   The diffusion constant, D, for spherical particles in a liquid is given by	 he
$=¹�z, where � 

is the dynamical viscosity of the fluid, and �� is the particle radius. Using � =	 1.0×10
-3

 

Pa⋅s for water at 22 °C, and ��  was measured to be 14.35 nm on average (nominal value 

is 15 nm); we obtain � = 1.57×10
-7

 cm
2
/s. Also we measured the particle concentration, 

no to be 1.95×10
11

/mL while the Ted Pella’s nominal value is 2×10
11

/mL. To simplify 

matters, we introduce dimensionless measures of time (normalized time), % = ��/7� and 

normalized particle density,〈&(%)〉 = 〈Q〉/��7. 

 < ��£"(%) >= 2 '= + %.                                                  (5.17) 

< �y)}�(%) >= 2 '=                                                      (5.18) 

(d) (c) 
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Fig. (5.2)  SEM images for different deposition times of Au NPs on flat surface using 30% 

diluted solution: (a) 5 min. , (b) 20 min., (c)80 min. , and (d) 120 min. 

% = 1	 corresponds to the time when the particle diffusion length √��  equals a. 

Therefore, for	% ≪ 1, the surface appears flat over the scale of the diffusion length, and 

consequently all the surfaces (flat and spherical) behave as the planar case, where a 

gradual depletion of the particles closest to the surface reduces the deposition rate over 

time, so that < �(%)~√%.When% ≫ 1, the spherical surface is too small to appreciably 

deplete the particles from the suspension, and the deposition rate is therefore constant, 

and hence< ��£"(%)~%
.
 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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   The relation between normalized density of Au NPs and the normalized time is 

shown in Fig. (5.3) for both a flat surface and a microsphere surface. We can conclude 

that, the results of a flat surface are fitted with the theory very well. For the microsphere, 

however, the density of particles is higher than what expected from theory at long time. 

One reason may be that, on this theory we did not take into consideration the liquid flow 

around the microsphere, which is likely not strictly true. For a flat surface, this is not that 

important, since at low Reynolds numbers, the flow across the surface is laminar with no 

component perpendicular to the surface, and will not therefore lead to mixing between 

layers with different NPs concentrations. For a microsphere, we are not so lucky, and 

even slow flow around the microsphere will lead to a higher deposition rate than the 

theory predicts, as the flow brings liquid with higher concentrations of particles closer to 

the microsphere. This is possibly the origin of the seemingly random fluctuations in 

deposition rates over time. 

The slope of the fitted data should be the power of the time, t in the theoretical 

equations. For a microsphere, at short time, the slope is ~ 0.57 which is close to 0.5 (flat 

surface approximation), but for long time, the slope becomes ~ 0.84 which means that 

the relation is approximately linear. The slope of flat surface data is 0.504 (typical value 

is 0.5). 
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Fig. (5.3) Normalized density of Au NPs for microsphere surface and flat surface. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Functionalization of Silica-based Microstructures 

 6.1 Nonlinear Fiber Tapers 

Despite its prominence in optics, silica glass has some intrinsic limits. For example, silica 

can have third order nonlinearity but lakes second order nonlinearity [1, 2]. 

Consequently, it is difficult to investigate important processes such as second harmonic 

generation and second order parametric oscillation [3]. The key to overcome this 

deficiency is to develop versatile methods that can functionalize the surface of a silica 

fiber with various nonlinear nanomaterials. Yong Xu et al. have theoretically proposed a 

general approach that can produce thermally stable second order nonlinearity on the silica 

fiber surface [1]. However, to achieve high conversion efficiency, we must satisfy the 

phase matching condition between the pump beam and the nonlinear signals. For typical 

nonlinear crystals such as LiNbO3, a common approach is to utilize crystal  birefringence 

to achieve phase matching or quasi-phase-matching [4].  Unfortunately, this approach is 

not suitable for silica glass, since its refractive index is uniform and isotropic. For a 

uniform fiber taper (i.e., with constant taper radius) coated with a nonlinear film, the 

power of generated second harmonic signa can be expressed as, [5] 

K�) = 2û� " *�¼�¼Ì%� ú+�=}� {×} ����(�) {� Å� × � !�(∆�È/�)(∆�È/�)� ,                                 (6.1) 

where K) is the power of fundamental beam, K�) is the power of generated SHS, û is the 

angular frequency of  pump beam, Ô is the film thickness, a is the fiber radius, ����(�)
 is the 

radial component of second order susceptibility,   L is the taper length, and ∆� = 2�) −
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��). �),  ��) are the propagation constants of fundamental and second harmonic signals 

respectively. The mismatch in the propagation constant of the fundamental and the 

second harmonic light can be expressed by 

∆� = �=> É�Òyy(û) − �Òyy(2û)Ê                                                (6.2) 

where A  is the fundamental wavelength in vacuum, �Òyy(û)  and �Òyy(2û)  are the 

effective refractive index of  silica at pump and SHS wavelengths, respectively. Due to 

material dispersion of silica, the phase matching condition ( ∆� = 0)  is normally 

unsatisfied. Based on the selective rule [1], the angular mode number of SHS, ��) should 

equal to�) + �), where �) is the angular mode number of the fundamental beam. In case 

that the fundamental beam propagate in the fundamental mode (HE11), �) would be ±1. 
So, the possible SHS modes are TE01, TM01, or HE21 modes, which have ��) = 0 or 

��) = 2 [8]. Propagation in different modes means facing different refractive indices, 

which can allow phase matching. Controlling the fiber diameter can achieve the proper 

condition for phase matching (∆� = 0). For example, at the taper diameter of 2a = 

0.5320, intermodal phase matching can be verified between HE11 (û) and TE01 (2û). At 

diameter of 2a = 0.5960, phase matching can be verified between HE11 (û) and HE21 

(2û) [8]. The conversion efficiency is around  4.3 × 10�� at pump peak power	K) = 5ñ 

(from Optical Parametric Oscillation (OPO) model OPOlette 355II from OPOtek Inc).  

Unfortunately, fabricating a nonlinear fiber with submicron diameter is difficult. First, 

after coating  the submicron fiber taper with nonlinear polymer, the taper transmission 

loss tends to be very high, , which is mainly due to the absorption from nonlinear film 
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and particles adsorbed to the fiber taper during the deposition process.  Furthermore, 

submicron tapers are very fragile and can be easily broken. 

Another technique that can produce strong SHG is quasi-phase-matching (QPM), 

which requires a spatially periodic modulation of the nonlinear coefficient [6].  QPM was 

first demonstrated in 1962 [7] and 1963 [8]. Since then, QPM has been demonstrated in a 

large number of different material systems, including cadmium telluride (CdTe) [9], 

GaAs [10, 11], quartz, LiNbO3 [12], LitTaO3 [13], and KTP [14]. Alterative to the crystal 

based second order nonlinearity, several research groups have attempted to implement 

QPM using fiber devices such as poled fibers. First, internal field was applied to produce 

periodic �(�) grating [15, 16]. D-shape fiber was used to enhance the SHG by applying 

external poling electric field at room temperature [17, 18]. Twin-hole fiber was poled via 

inserting the electrode wires into the side holes while the voltage was 2.5kV at 300
o
C for 

40 minutes [19]. However, changing the shape of the fiber can induce excess power loss, 

in addition to the instability of the periodic structure of generated �(�)[20].  

We have applied a new approach for implementing QPM in nonlinear fiber tapers. In 

this chapter, we discuss the theory and preliminary experiments on SHG in a nonlinear 

fiber taper with spatially periodic nonlinearity. 

6.1.1 Theory for QPM in a Nonlinear Fiber Taper 

Equation (6.2) describes the power of second harmonic signals generated by the 

nonlinear fiber taper. Without phase matching, power of SHS should oscillate with 

distance. The distance at which the power goes to its maximum before decreasing is 

defined as the coherence length (Lcoh). From Eq. (6.1), it can be written as 

Å¶�" = Èø�                                                              (6.3)     
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Periodic structure of  �(�) can be written to have a monotonic build-up of power which 

shown in Fig. (6.1-a) and power of SHS is shown in Fig. (6.1-b). Both units in the two 

figures are normalized. 

In order to satisfy the quasi-phase-matching condition, the grating period Λ  of �(�) 
variation should satisfy the condition: 

Λ = 2Å¶�" = �=ø�                                                         (6.4) 

Based on Eq. (4), the grating period Λ  depends on the pump wavelength and the taper 

radius. In the range of wavelength of 1100-1300 nm, the grating period is 45-55 µm [21]. 

Starting from the coupled mode equations and taking in consideration the periodic change 

of �Òyy(�)
  , equation for the power of SHS with QPM on fiber taper can be derived. 
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Fig. (6.1): (a) periodic structure of  �(�), and (b) corresponding power of SHS. 

By assuming uniform taper waist with length L, the SHS power was derived [8] to be 

K�) = �� Á�-(2û)|4�)|�                                                  (6.5) 

where Á   is the permittivity, �-  (2û)is the group velocity, and 4�)  is the SHS field 

amplitude and is given by  

4�) = �)��´(�)) 4)� Å�Òyy(�) '∑ /Hí�ø�°È/� � !�(∆�°È/�)(∆�°È/�)�H +                          (6.6) 

where 4)  is the pump field amplitude, /H  is the Fourier coefficient of �Òyy(�) (�) , and 

�H = ∆� − �H == ∆� − 2@O/Λ . The result is shown in Fig. (6.2). Simulation was 

done by Chalongrat Daengngam [21], using grating period Λ = 50	µm, and interaction 

length Å = 100 × Λ = 5	mm . It is clear that, optimum conversion efficiency can be 

obtained by tuning the pump wavelength.  
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Fig. (6.2) Theoretical calculation for QPM SHS in fiber taper [21]. Used with permission of 

Chalongrat Daengngam, 2013.  

6.1.2 Fabrication and Experimental Setup for QPM Measurement 

The fiber taper is fabricated in the same way discussed in chapter 3. In addition, the loss 

before and after tapering is measured using optical power meter. Then, the fiber taper is 

glued on a glass slide Deposition of nonlinear film of PAH/PB (10 bilayers) is carried out 

as explained before in Chapter 4.  The only difference is the dipping machine used in film 

deposition. Here we use a dipping machine where the rinsing of the sample is done 

without the sample rotation.  Taper fabrication and nonlinear film deposition should be 

carried out in the same day to make sure that the sample remains clean and dust free.   

The SHG measurement system is shown on Fig. (6.3). OPO is used to generate 

linearly polarized pulsed wave light with wavelength between 1100-1300 nm. The 

generated pulse has a width of 10 ns and pulse repetition rate of 20Hz. Two long pass 

filters (F1 and F2) are used to block the visible light comes with the infrared light. The 
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polarizer (P) controls the amount of power passed through it. Light can be coupled to and 

from the fiber (50 µm core, 125 µm cladding, NA = 0.22) through 40× objective lens 

(OL2 and OL3). The two lenses (L1and L4) are responsible for focusing light in small 

spots. The coupling efficiency can be optimized using 3D manual stage. Due to the 

relatively the spatial profile of the OPO pump, the coupling efficiency is typically 

between 3% -5%. Glass substrate (G) can reflect a small amount of light which goes to a 

photodetector (PD) sensitive to the long wavelength range. Short pass filter (F3) rejects 

the pump signal and pass the generated the SHS. A monochromator is synchronized with 

the OPO during the scanning process to detect the generated wavelength of SHS. The 

output power from the monochromator is collected by photomultiplier tube (PMT) 

(model 9130B from ET Enterprises Limited). PMT and PD outputs can be monitored 

using the oscilloscope, which is connected to computer (PC). PMT requires a high 

voltage for proper operation (about 1.8 KV).       

 

Fig. (6.3) Schematic of SHG measuring system. 
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To create spatially periodic nonlinear coefficient, we used the method of UV ablation. 

Specifically, the sample, which is uniformly coated with the nonlinear film, is exposed to 

the strong UV light generated by an excimer laser from MPB technology Inc. the UV 

wavelength from the laser is 248 nm, pulse width is 10 ns, beam size is ~ 1cm
2
, and 

repetition rate of 5 Hz. A photomask with grating of period Λ = 50μm made up of an 

800-nm-thick Al layer deposited on a UV-grade fused silica substrate was purchased 

from Creative MicroSystems Corporation to write the gratings. The fiber taper is placed 

under the photomask. Photomask with fiber taper sample is subjected to the laser for 

about 5 minutes to ensure the removal of the film segments and remove all possible 

residual masses [21]. SHG measurements are performed after patterning using UV laser 

ablation. 

6.1.3 SHG in a Periodically Patterned Fiber Taper  

To ensure that the polymers assembled over the fiber taper can be removed through UV 

ablation, we first used a fiber taper covered with fluorescent dyes instead of nonlinear 

polymers.  In particular, we first deposited 20 bilayers of PAH/ polystyrene sulfonate 

(PSS) on the fiber taper. Then we apply the same ablation technique to create spatially 

periodic patterns. Afterwards, a confocal microscope was used to get image of the fiber 

taper coated with 20 bilayer of PAH/PSS with pattern as shown in Fig. (6.4) (Image was 

taken by Islam Ashry,  Dr.Yong Xu’s group, Department of Electrical and 

Computer Engineering, Virginia Tech.)   
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Fig. (6.4) Confocal fluorescence microscope images of a periodic pattern of 20-bilayer PAH/PSS-

Dye film coated on a fiber taper: (a) near side and (b) far side. 

Second harmonic signals were measured before and after patterning. ( 10 bilayers of 

PAH/PB were deposited on the fiber taper. The results are shown in Fig. (6.5-a). The 

taper waist radius is ~3.75 µm (Fig. (6.5-b), which is determined by LEICA optical 

microscope (DMI300B). The fiber tapered length is ~ 4.7 mm, which is determined by 

the distance at which the radius of fiber tapered is twice the waist radius. The output 

pump pulse energy from the taper is 4 1J (corresponding to peak power of 400 W). An 

enhancement is observable in the QPM case compared with the phase-mismatching case. 
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SHS measured for 10PAH/PB with phase-mismatching (blue line) and with QPM 

fiber taper diameter using optical microscope. 

This result is consistent with the results done before [21].The spectrum broadening can 

potentially be attributed to the non-uniformity of the fiber taper size.  So, we used the UV 

laser ablation again to remove the coating (without using of phasemask) and length about 

1mm at the center was left (by blocking) as shown in Fig. (6.6-a). First of all, the 
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around 1150 nm (Fig. (6.6-b)). This peak is around the predicted one for fiber tapered of 

radius 3.75 µm (see Fig. (6.2)).

 

 

 

Fig. (6.6):  (a) removing the coating and maintaining a length about 1 

SHS measured for 10PAH/PB after removing the coating and maintaining a length about 1 

the center. 
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6.2 Quantum Dots (QDs) 

6.2.1 Introduction  

QDs are semiconductor nanocrystals and their  electronic properties are related to the size 

and the shape of individual crystal. As the size is reduced, the band gap energy is 

increased which means larger difference between valence band and conduction band. In 

this case, more energy (higher frequency) is needed to excite the dot. Colloidal 

nanocrystals of II-VI semiconductors (CdS, CdSe, CdTe) in the 1-10 nm size have 

attracted a great attention in the physics, chemistry, and engineering fields [22]. 

By combining the features of WGMs (High Q factor, large FSR) and QDs, microlasers 

with high efficiency and ultralow threshold can be achieved [23, 24]. In small size QDs 

(compared to electon-hole exciton Bohr radius), the electronic transitions are discrete. S. 

I. Shopova et al. demonstrated an ultralow-threshold continuous-wave lasing. The gain 

medium was HgTe QDs (colloidal NPs) coating fused-silica microsphere. Coupling into 

and out of microsphere was achieved with high efficiency using coupling system between 

microsphere and tapered fiber. Both the size and the composition of the QDs can impact 

the lasing wavelength. QDs of the form Hg1-x Cdx, can extend the lasing wavelength to 

the infrared region (1240 to 1780 nm depending on the size of the QDs). Ultralow-

threshold laser (200 nW) was achieved. J. Schäfer et al. reported single mode and 

multimode laser using microdrop containing CdSe/ZnS QDs [25]. Single mode laser was 

achieved when the liquid microsphere diameter is less than 10 µm, and multimode laser 

was observed for bigger microdroplets (up to 41 µm).  

Doped microsphere resonator with rare-earth-ions (such as neodymium-doped silica 

microspheres) can be used to have ultra-threshold microlaser [26]. Fluoride and 
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phosphate glass microspheres can absorb rare-earth ions with high concentration, so they 

are widely used. In particular, in Ref [27], a base microsphere of undoped silica was 

coated with an erbium-doped solgel film.  

6.2.2 CdSe/ZnS core/shell QDs based Laser 

A silica multimode fiber (50 µm core and 125 µm cladding, purchased from Corning 

Inc.) or microsphere made from the same fiber  are coated with 5-nm CdSe/ZnS 

core/shell Quantum dots (QDs) (purchased from NN-LABS). Deposition of QDs on the 

fiber or microsphere surface is performed using the same layer-by-layer technique 

previously used for Au NPs. First, the fiber (microsphere) is dipped in an aqueous 

solution of PAH as before for 3 minutes to obtain positively charged layer on the surface. 

Then, rinsing with DI water was done for 2 minutes. Afterwards, the sample was dipped 

in a solution of negatively charged CdSeZnS QDs for time between 35-40 seconds to 

prevent aggregation of QDs. Finally, we rinsed the sample again. We repeated the 

procedure to have another layer which could give us a stronger emission than one layer.  

Optical pumping was carried out using the system illustrated in Fig. (6.7). We used 

OPO (OPOlette 355II from OPOtek Inc) to generate linearly polarized pulsed pump light 

with wavelength between 435-500 nm. The generated pulse has a width of 10 ns and 

pulse repetition rate of 20Hz. Two band pass filters (F1 and F2) are used to remove any 

residual infrared light. The polarizer (P) controls the amount of power passed through it. 

Light can be coupled to and from the fiber (50 µm core, 125 µm cladding, NA = 0.22) 

through 40× objective lens (OL2 and OL3). The two lenses (L1and L4) are responsible 

for focusing light in small spots. The coupling efficiency can be optimized using 3D 

manual stage.  Long pass filter (F3) rejects the pump signal and pass the generated signal. 
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A monochromator (Cornerstone 74125) is used to filter out the fluorescent signal 

produced by the fiber or microsphere. The output power from the monochromator is 

collected by photomultiplier tube (PMT) (PMT R2228, by Hamamatsu). PMT and PD 

outputs can be monitored using the oscilloscope, which is connected to computer (PC). 

PMT requires a high voltage to work well (about 0.6 KV).      

 

Fig. (6.7) Schematic of coupling system between fiber (microsphere) and fiber taper to study 

lasing effect. 

Pump light is coupled into the fiber (microsphere) using a fiber taper with diameter in 

the range of 1-2 µm. the emission from the fiber (microsphere) is collected through the 

same fiber taper.  The emission spectral from the multimode fiber was shown in Fig. (6.8) 

and results are obtained for pump wavelength of 496 nm. The measurements were done 

at input pulse energy, E of 20, 60, 100, 200, and 300 µJ, respectively. The peak power, 

K£Ò}hcan be calculated from  

K£Ò}h = m
'                                                             (6.7) 
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where % is the pulse width (10 ns in our case). Considering the coupling efficiency (~ 

5%), the peak powers of the pump would be 100, 300, 500, 1000, 1500 W, respectively. 

Fig. (6.8) Spectral emissions from cylindrical resonator at different pump power. 

A comparison between the cylindrical and spherical resonators is displayed in Fig. 

(6.9). The input peak power is 1500 W and the resolution of monochromator is reduced 

to 0.1 nm instead of 1 nm. The microsphere radius is ~ 125 µm.  

 

Fig. (6.9) Comparison between emission of fiber and microsphere coated with 2 bilayers of PAH/ 

(CdSe/ZnS). 
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The result in Fig. (6.9) suggest that we can achieve lasing in cylindrical resonator but 

not the spherical resonator.  One possible explanation is that the spherical resonator has a 

much higher Q factor. We measured the Q factor of cylindrical resonator using NEW 

FOCUS 6300 tunable laser diode. Q factor of bare cylindrical resonator was  ~	4 × 10�  

and Q factor of coated cylindrical resonator with QDs was ~	3 × 10� . Yet the OPO 

cannot be accurately tuned with <1 nm accuracy. Consequently, due to the frequency 

mismatch between the OPO pump and the WGM resonance, we cannot couple a 

significant portion of the OPO pump into the WGM circulating within the resonator. This 

frequency mismatch problem is potentially less severe with the silica cylinder, which 

tends to exhibit lower Q factors.  

The maximum Q factor, Qmax. can be estimated from 

µH}�. = >²
2ú2¯®®.                                                         (6.8) 

where A£ is the pump wavelength , and 3K3}¶¶. is the OPO minimum tuning accuracy 

( which is 1 nm for our model). As, the pump wavelength is in the range 450-500 nm, the 

Qmax. would be around 500 which is very low. So, the microsphere could not support a 

leasing action and the normal emission spectrum was obtained. In the fiber case, we 

could have a leasing action but unfortunately it was not repeatable and hard to achieve.  
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CHAPTER 7 

Conclusion and Future Work 

Here we summarize our results and propose some directions for future research work. 

7.1 Conclusion 

7.1.1 Functionalization of microsphere surface  

We have investigated the Q factor of silica microsphere coated with thin film of nonlinear 

materials such as PB and PCBS. Nonlinear films (PAH/PB and PAH/PCBS) were 

fabricated using ISAM technique. The concentrations and the pH values are respectively 

0.93 mg/mL and PH ~7 for PAH solution, 3.7 mg/mL and pH ~7 for PCBS solution, and 

1 mg/mL and pH ~10.5 for PB solution. UV laser ablation and Dektak Profilometer were 

used to determine the bilayer thickness. The thickness of one bilayer was measured to be 

~  1.3 nm for PAH/PB and ~  0.9 nm for PAH/PCBS. As a conclusion, we have 

investigated the Q factor of silica microspheres after coating with a thin film of nonlinear 

materials such as PB and PCBS. Scattering loss due to surface roughness was found to be 

very small compared with absorption loss of the film. The Q factor due to direct contact 

between the bare microsphere and fiber taper was ~  2× 10 7
. The Q factor due to 

absorption and scattering loss from the added film of PAH/PB and PAH/PCBS decreases 

nearly linearly with the film thickness in Log scale. The Q factor for PAH/PB coating is 

slightly larger than that of PAH/PCBS for the same film thickness. Coating a microsphere 

with 20 bilayers of PAH/PB or PAH/PCBS drops the Q factor to value greater than 10
6
 

which is still suitable for SHG. As future work, a coated microsphere with thin film of 

PAH/PB or PAH/PCBS will be used to generate a second harmonic signal (SHS). In 
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addition, adsorption of gold nanoprticles on the microsphere surface was investigated.  A 

relation between the particle density and Q factor was derived and verified 

experimentally. 

7.1.2 Irreversible Adsorption of Au NPs on Microspheres 

We have derived simple expressions describing adsorption of spherical particles onto 

adhesive spherical and flat surfaces in the absence of flow, and shown that realistic 

deposition conditions are well described by the theory. The scaling behavior of the model 

is correct for all cases we examined. Our main finding is that highly curved surfaces 

accumulate particles significantly faster than their flat counterparts at long deposition 

times, even though their behavior is identical at short deposition times. For the cases we 

have studied here, with deposition times on the order of minutes to hours, and radii of 

curvatures around 125 µm. 

7.1.3 Nonlinear Fiber Tapers 

Quasi-phase-matching (QPM) can be used to enhance the second harmonic generation 

(SHG) efficiency for nonlinear fiber taper. Periodic modulation of �(�) (0 and 1) allowing 

the monotonic increase in the SHS power. A photomask with period 50 µm and UV laser 

ablation were used to write a pattern on fiber taper coated with 10PAH/PB bilayers. The 

pump wavelength used of range 1100-1300 nm.  Writing a pattern on the film produced a 

QPM and improved the generated SHS by factor about 10 for fiber taper of radius ~3.75 

µm. A big part from the transition part was removed and a noticeable peak was noticed at 

1150 nm which is consistent with the theoretical prediction. The broadening of the 

spectrum can be explained by the non-uniformity of the fiber taper. 
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7.1.4 CdSe/ZnS QDs  based Laser  

A preliminary investigation of lasing in a silica fiber (microsphere) coated with 

CdSe/ZnS core/shell quantum dots (QDs) was carried. The microsphere could not support 

a lasing action and the normal emission spectrum was obtained. In the fiber case, we 

could have a leasing action but unfortunately it was not repeatable and hard to achieve.     

7.2 Future Work 

• Building up a suitable system to measure the SHS generated from coated 

microsphere with nonlinear film. Find the optimum number of bilayers for SHG 

as there is a tradeoff between this number and the Q factor of the spherical 

resonator. 

• Applying QMP to the surface of coated microsphere with nonlinear film to 

enhance the generated SHS and comparing it with phase mismatching case.  

• Improving the SHG generated from patterned fiber taper by finding a way to 

increase its length and make the fiber taper more uniform. 

•  Building up a suitable system to measure the lasing effect generated from 

microsphere coated with QDs. 

   

 

 


